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By ANDREW PETTER 
Iona Campagnolo, 
Minister of Stste and MP for 
Skeena, says that the 
Liberal Party's strong, 
showing in Tuesday's 
byelections in' eastern 
Canada results from the 
f~deral government's st~md 
ca national unity and its 
handling of the economy. 
In an exclusive telephone 
interview with the Herald, 
the Minister indicated that 
she was very pleased with western Canadians "are 
the outcome of the looking for a way to express !¢ " b~electiens "but we're not. their oy~p~.~, ceuntxy. 
*~. 'carried,away bout it.!' • On ~ the/aMP'of' western 
~ampagnolo conceded separatism, Cumpagnolo 
. . that the "Prime Minister's acknowleged that "western 
.performance regarding 'alienation is very real - 
Quebec" was the main issue based on firm facts", but 
in the campaigns, but she also said. that western 
asserted that Canadians Canada is gaining in in- 
increasing acceptance of the 
anti-inflationprogram ay 
also have had an influence. 
"The country is 
rethinking the whole con- 
trols program," she said; 
citing a. recent poll which 
. showed that 69 per cent of 
the people in central Canada 
now favor the All] program. 
Comment ing  on 
speculation that there could 
be a federal election e~lled 
this year, Campagnolo said, 
"I don't really care if there 
is. an election." But  she 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A 
"regulatory nightmare" 
could" result from getting 
necessary clearances from 
23 state and federal agen- 
cies tO build an interstate oil
pipeline from Port Angeles, 
Wash., to Clearbrook, 
Minn., a new federal study 
concludes. 
c 
The study, by 18 federbl 
agencies and the Northern 
Tier Pipeline Co. outlines 
the numerous problems 
facing the construction of 
the 1,500-mile pipeline. 
Under the Northern' Tier 
Pr0Poeal, crude oil would be 
imloaded at Port Angeles 
and piped around Puget 
Sound, across the stat and 
through Idaho, Montana, 
North Dakota, finally ter- 
minating in Clearbrook. The 
line would cross 73 miles of 
iu/tional forest, 53 miles of 
Bureau' of Land Man- 
~ ement p~operty, 54 miles Indian reservation, 76 
miles of state land and 1,285 
miles of private land. 
dirBeruurd Kelly, Region 10 
actor of the Department 
of Health,. Education and 
Welfare, said the fact that 
Northern Tier was selected 
for the study "does in no 
way mean that the federal 
agencies endorse the 
pipeline route." 
Legal wrangles 
snarl pipeltne 
The study notes that 
Governor Dixy Lee Ray of 
Washington is opposed to 
placing the oil terminal in 
Port ~ngeles and instead is 
suggesting a major oil 
transfer station at Cherry 
Point, Wesb. 
If constructed, the 
P il~.line could eventually 
ne, ver one million barrels 
of off a day, the study said. 
: . . . . . .  " GLOBAL SYMPOSIUM AT  UBC ": 
' Egghe  dsj i in SasqUatch search 
..... '~ VANCOUVER (CP)"-- museum of anthropology, terence--exact dates have "The belief in the. Dr. Louise Jilek Aall' of • ' scientists, many of whom' 
/~ The University of British said Tuesday the museum not becn set-- will consist of Sasquatch istoo widespread the psychiatry department have studied fllms of alleged 
Columbia, com/inced that will sponsor the conference a series of academic papers now for the academic at Vancouver General Sasquatch sightings, willbe 
~ "it's time the academic to beheld in March, 1978. on "the question of community to say there is Hospital will lecture on the on hand to describe their 
community came out of the Canada Council financing Sasquateh and other mon- nothing there." psychological aspects of research. 
cleset ~ and seriously ad- will provide transportation stem," Halpin said. The conference, which Sasquatch belief and Dr. The conference "wfl| 
~ dressed the qu~sUon o f tbe  for Canadian scholars, "Itwill be the first time will be open tothe public, Richard Preston of Me- force us to stretct~ ot~ 
/, ~ Sasquatch," has scheduled Halpin said, but more that such a conference has will range from discussions Master University in Ham- minds," said Itaipin, by 
the world's first academic money is needed to brin~, in been held and to me it's of mythological West Coast ilton, Ont. will discuss focussing serious academic 
~:~!' meeting on monsters. ,' experts from the Umted significant hat people are Indian monsters to the Wiitiko, & spooky creature attention on research that, 
'~ Dr. Marjorie Halpin, States and the Soviet Union. finally willing to discuss this ecological requirements of seen by Cree Indians. until now, has been carried 
curator of the univermty's The three-day con- question," she said. marine beasts. • American and Soviet on only by amateurs. 
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' . WAGNER PINS THE BLAME ON CLARK " :'::i 
. L battl.e, ke of Iosse': s Torle:s at  In  wa  
[ , Newsmedlalambasted 
MP plays down :;yz  for aovarent ineptitude 
talk of electron , ,  O'[TAWA ( C P ) -  made some gaine during the ' . . .  ' "  taken little part in the 
:'" !:: . ~ Claude Wagner, the leading Quebec votes-mostly from party's byelection planning. 
/:.~. / l  ~ Quebec Progressive Con- supporters of. Premier Rene Instead, he said he felt his 
indicated that in light of the ; i servative member of Levesque's Parti Quebecois efforts to discuss the issue o~ 
Pr ime Min is ter ' s  Parliament, has placed the government, national unity in th~ 
statements, he did not ~ , ~ blame for flve party byelec- After meeting with his Commons and dther parts ~ 
an election to be , . ~i;~i; . - .  i tion defeats in Quebec on his MPs, Clark saidhe felt there the country had been "mueh 
soon. ~ ~ ~ " leader, Joe Clark. were no recriminations for more important J~han 
Asked whether the issue of i ' ~ ~ti !~ Wagner (St. Hyacinthe) his efforts and any talk of knocking on a few doors." 
Canadian-unity would help ~ ~ : :! ; : ~ --i'y " the Liberal Party's fortunes [" ~, ( saidWednesday that Clark ineptitude was on in the Wagner first mid he ~nad ' had decided "he would be news media'. 
in British Columbia, the " no comment on the 
Minister said. that there is : !~ 
the' chief organizer and 
,:. ~ ~ " leader in Quebec." He said Trudeau has been .b.yel~tiou results, .saying 
• "not as high a level of j ~!  ,~; ,He put together his own able to use the electinn of the me snowings "-speaz I ,  
feeling" about, the ~J  " • ::~-~" ergamzation and "they've' Part i Quebecois govern- themselves: ,. . .  , 
. ' *; '~  ~' prnduce~ what they've men.¢ in Nueosc m his a.d- :a~__~ea;w.n..e.mer..~ c~ separatism issue in western ~ ~ :,~;: . 
Canada; however, she said ~ , ~,::~: produced," Wagner said vantage..tt  was up. to s~oe,~-~. } ,w~ ~..~,~.u~v m
that she believed that ~ ~ IV  ~:!ii~/~ followin~ a private meeting uonservadves to snow u~ v=~yy, s,~=ju= ~u~u~c 
I li~' of Conse'rva'tlve MPs where ,',..^*- . . . . . .  , ^,~.^.o ,~.., ~u-s snomo pray a minor 
°7' I 
role 111 strategy plamling, he the  ,.Tuesday.i byelect!on Liberals are not the only ,~.,lIM. ; . • ~ ....... -
. ., ,mVl ,  were ~.tscmee(I,.-.,~ y . .  devoted to national ,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, - ' -  AsK ~r t;mrx ma= qum- : --:- . . . .  Conservatives lost all five unity .. ,, " , 
~,~ Quebec byelection con- Clark said the byelection uon. 
tests--four to Liberals, one results indicate that Other Conservatives said 
' . . . . .  ~:~7';; f to the Social Credit--and Trudeau received far more they tookheart from the fact 
another in Prince Edward votes from Parti Quebecois the party increased its 
~ ':" ~; i Island. supporters than Con- percentage of the papular 
;~! i~! i Clark continued to deny sorvatives." vote in Quebec by abont slx 
Wednesday that the party percentage points, to about 
::~ ".!.:i faults him for the, losses, other Conservatives left 23 per cent from 17 in 19"/4. 
fluence. . Moments after Clark and 
Shesald that it was "hard 'i~ i:! And, as the Commons their meeting room tolling But some merely ~ook"  
to say" if the byelection :'~::!i; i :~ resumed, he made the rare reporters there is no decay their heads when asked for results reflected irectly on ~:;~! i / 
Joe Clark's performance as ~ a~)ou ;:!~:'" . . . . . .  gesture of con l~ratulating in party spirits, Wagner comment on the results and 
Tory leader.and she refused ow C(} I" :i~ ' :~ the winning parues, stopped to say that he had, the effect they had on 
to speculate on Clark's ienpa ::'i!i~:;; '(~UA[ Meanwhile, Liberalscele- by agreement with Clark, Clark's leadership. 
future in the Conservative the, ,., " ,  ' .. brated their victories, ' 
Party. :~:~ wearing red carnations in :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Referring ,to Clark's ~'Y 0~ :~ : : i ~ the House. They invited 
upooming visit to Terrace ~ reporters into their nor- 
and Kitimat, Campagnolo ~ ~  i mal ly-c losed caucus 
- would only say that she i meeting to watch as they 
thought "it's about ime he ' ' i cheered Prime Minister 
got to our part of the Trudesu. 
country." !4;"~.~:]~.., ' ~ Reporters, who have.been 
excluded from nearby 
NORTHERN TIER :~ :~!; , ~, ; ;<  corridors in the past, were TIER .~t  ~ ~ told to leave once the 
HAPPY HOLIDAYERS - Dave Travel presents Eileen Schaffner cheering stopped. 
Axe (left) CP A i r  supervisor of sales with her t icket to F i l l .  Mrs.  Liberal cabinet minister 
and Service:in Terrace and  Ki t imat  Schaffner is expecting a child next Jack Homer, who quit the 
presents Harold Schaffner with his September and the new fami ly  wi l l  Conservatives for the Trudnau government last 
t i cket  to F i l l  whi le Cecil Moore, not be travel ing unti l  ear ly next month, said he felt Clark 
(r ight) president of New Quadra year. 
RECREA T/ON COMMISSION 
Council's deaf ears blasted 
By ANDREW PETTER members debated whether ' failed to accept the minutes" taxes as is the prctice in 
Herald staff wHter or not the commission from the previous corn- some other communities. 
Tempers flared at the should resort to "political mission meeting, resulting "The council has a mental 
District of Terrace action" against he district in thedelayofa numberof b lock  ( regard ing  
Recreation Commission council. • their recommendations, recreational funding)," said 
meeting Tuesday night as Most of the  members ' As a result, the com- Lesley Weatberstone. . 
p r e sen t e xp r e s s e d mission voted to proceed Speaking in favour ot 
AS  d r a m a  u n f o l d s  frustration attbecouncil's without council approval, taking apublicstsndsup- 
continued isregard for the with a public, forum porting a tax exemption for 
| commission's recom- regarding recreational the curling rink and other 
D u t c h  p e o p l e  v o t e  mendations, although there priorities in the Terrace recreationalfacilities, Dave 
was disagreement about area. Wadley recommended, "We 
• what should be done. The forum will be held should concentrate on the 
,¢ The commission is not Tuesday, June14atS. p.m. in issues that create the 
THE HAGUE (Renter) -- counted, a forecast by the beiiLg taken seriously," the Terrace arena banquet publicity and cause the most 
I)utch Premier Joep Den National News Agency cha]'ge~ chairman Gerry room.  A questionnaire noise." 
• Uyl's Labor party appeared (ANP) gave the Labor party Martin. "The only way to regarding recreation will be F o 11 o w i n g m u c h 
heading toward impressive 53 seats iunthe new 150-seat gains in the Dutch general Second Chamber of change a political person's circulated to city residents discussion, the commission 
election late Wednesday, Parliament, a gainof I0. mind is to bring political in the first weck of Jun~ It finally decided to refer the Meet our  carriers 
computer predictions The Christian Democrats pressure to bear." will also urge residents to matter to its programs 
showed. . . attendand participate inthe committee to gather in- One of 94 carriers for the new DALLY Herald, 
The early results came forum, formation on the cost of Fern Marchildon, 11, of 3857 Skinner delivers 
kept their share of the vote "There's too many bloody 
steady and the computer problems and it has reached 
against a .~rim forecast gave them 48 seats, the point of ridiculousness," Members also expressed exempting recreational 
backgroundnof the mrec- a gain . of one. said Dave Wadley, Regional concern about what some facilities and to determine papers for the McNeil, Elund and Kirby Street 
day seizure by South The results appeared tobe District representative on members felt are tbe effects of swimming and area. Like all paper carr iers,  she receives $] per 
Molueean guerrillas of 160 a personal' vote of con- the commission. "prohibitive" fees charged skating fees on public at- month for every subscription. Fern requests on 
hostages, many o f  them fldence in the. 57-year-old Advocating some kind of by the district for public use tendance. ' behalf of her colleagues, mai lmen and everyone 
ddldren, in a school and a premiei', who has headed a pol it ical action, Wadley of the swtmmlng pool and The motion called for the else who makes a l iv ing going door-to.door that  
programs committee to dogs which are inclined to bite be kept t ied up. train, f ive-party cent re le f t  said, "How can they stop arena. 
"I am aware there is an coalition since 1973. us? To hell w'ith them." On a related issue, many prepare a letter.to be sent o members felt that non- council outl ining the Recently while making her rounds Fern watched a ' 
commission's stand on the friend who was helping get bitten rather badly by a election on, but that's all," The right-wing Liberal But Noel Martel pushed 
the premier told reporters party headed toward a gain for a moderate solution, prof i t ,  recreat iona l  during 'a- brief pause in of five seats, giving it '27. saying that "we have to ~et organizations such as~ the issues. H such a letter is large dog. Suscriptions to the Herald are $3 a 
government efforts to end The country's small parties, Council's co-operation." Little Theater and the approved at the next month and carriers will begin to canvass next  
the terror. ~ . with minor exceptions, Commission members Curling Rink should be (continued on page 3) week. 
With ~ percent of the vote suffered big losses, were angry that council had exempted from • municipal ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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WAITING FOR THE MAYOR.  Terrace District 
Council held its last regular meeting without a 
mayor Tuesday. Sworn in alter the meeting were 
the two new aldermen. Seated left to r ight are 
Doug Mumford, Bob Cooper, Jack Talstra, Helmu| 
KITAMAA T VILLAGE 
GETS BUS SERVICE 
Giesbrecht, Vic Jolliffe and David Pease. The Glesbrecht. Tradit ional ly a must present himself 
Kermode Bear, who stands vigil over council in its before the group with the stick when he wants to 
new chambers, in named Hank. The new chambers speak. 
are in the old court chambers. Native talking 
sticks are on the wall between Jolliffe and 
IF .CONTAINER IS LARGER 
More trash at less cost 
Council briefs 
New aldermen 
take the oath- 
Aldermen Doug Mumford 
and David .Pease were 
sworn in  following the 
special meeting of Terrace 
District Council Tuesday. 
Mayoralty candidates 
Sharon Biggs and David 
Maroney no longer hold 
aldermanic seats on council. 
- - - -G - - -  
The  two new• aldermen 
were entered in the Terrace 
branch of Registered 
Psych ia t r i c  Nurses  
Association of B.C. Third 
Annual Bedathon August t 
from 11i30 p.m. to 12 noon. 
The association was 
g anted permission to hold e bedathon on Lakelse 
Ave. between Eby St. and 
Emerson St. at that time. 
Council won the first 
bedathon and last year's 
winner, (Meals on Wheels) 
Skeauaview. Lodge kitchen 
staff, has challenged it for 
the trophy this year. ' 
begin with a dessert hour at 
7:30 p.m. in the .Ca_ ledonia 
Gym and wiU be fogowed by 
me ceremomes in me REM 
Lee Theatre at B:30 p.m. A 
coffee hour and dance will 
bring the evening to a close. 
. .----43----- 
Terrace voters will go to 
the polls on Saturday June 4 
not Monday June 4 as has 
been advertised. Council 
has sent a "letter to the 
returning officer pointing 
out the error in the ad- 
vertising. 
. - . - -o - - . -  
Loyal !Order of Moose,/ 
Branch 1820,,will be holding 
its March of Dimes canvass 
June 15 to July I. The Moose 
originally asked for a two 
week period but council, 
used to granting one week 
canvasses, agreed to only a 
one week period. 
o 
Council tabled a motion to 
send four delegates to the 
-....-(3"--'-- 
Terrace's new mayor will 
deliver an address to the 
graduat ing calss of 
Caledonia Friday June 17. 
The evening's activities their economic disparities. : 
Kitamaat residents will policy which is in exce~ of New. Terrace ~.ar_bag_e 0nly the municipality or a The proposed bylaw 
have a transit link with any other area operator, co.=]ecuon, a_n~__.e_isPbOee n collection agency which is recognizes that it is not o r  
Kitimat when public bus Fabbi said. . . . . . . .  , ,  ~i~rateonnaVUsl id in, ,  duly licensed under the always possible to ac- ~o~Js t  ~OW 
service commences, May The company wm lmuany t~u,m,=u _ = .5 proposed bylaw may eommodate every situation 
30 " operate daily except scale in SUCh a way as m establish and maintain a in the bylaw and, therefore, '~ 
Coastal BusLines will Saturday, Sunday, and encourage the uss of larger system for the collection of some discretinn is provided 1 9 7 7 N o r t h w e s t  '~ 
operate a bus service statutory holidays. ' containers, collected fewer refuse within the the Municipal Engineer, in 
providing twice-daily The buses will leave from times per week. . municipality, order that special ~ ' 
service between the village the City Center Mall in Ac.co.rm.ng to a prO.vl~sre~ There is an anti-litter arrangements can be made . . . . , .Summer  S ~ ~ o [  o i - i  Ir~ILIA ~~A-JL ' - -  
and district. Company Kitimat, travelling directly munlclpalnylaw, a.one-y..ar provision within the bylaw for extenuating cir- 
spokesman Eugene Fabbi to the villa.gewi~ flagstops co m.ai.ner.cO~ewC~ d ~clv~ which prevents all persons: cumstances. 
• • • en~ineneua  u . ,~  p=. .©=.  ,, - from lacing or aUowmg July lltoAugust12 - said the new service will en route at Y ° '°-"  • ~-'~ . . . . . . .  d P • • Residential collection , give residents low cost Marina and the MK Bay ~o.~.~,~ a mr~..:.y~ refuse of any. kind to.settle charges will be wn'v_]_e_d ..._wlth 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Marina ~;u,,-,.,= ,~,,~ . . . . . . .  on any. p a..blic place m. the respect o their application t ranspor ta t ion  in to  t~ l t imat ,  • . _ , .  . . . .  I~  .~ , .  m ,m mr,,, 
. . . . .  t w~ we..u ,~,,~ ,•~, . . . .  mumczpan.ty. ".i~ms clause to property owned and prowdlng direct connections The turnaround poet a ,.., . . . . .  ,.= . . . .  , ,., c,,. 
. . . . . .  mm ' oysuw umu ,,©o,. ,,,o, ,,,, mso reqmrea mat every occupied by citizens of 65 w~th the mummpai transit Kitsmaat will be Sa y s . . . . . . . . . . .  the 
. . . . .  n appro~umatmy one-nau .,.. . . . .  / .: ,~pop,~r.e~. by~/~.¢=y_~ce and,Dhtri.ct bi;t~oq~j~oru1,~ ~ a~ mo~a,.~ system s mdush'lal b~e~tp., ,Car,y]~ shop., ,The ~ormg..  ~,,,=,... o .... onmm~_t,e~al~, person ~axe aaequate years of a~e or over 
theAlcan and Euroc~n 'trip ~ill"leaVe Kitima~ at  ~,--,~,,,,=~,,, ==;G'7:~;',; precautions 'to.'ensure that.~.." ~ . :~- /  ; - 
,~,,,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  x.,~i"P.n~ K~tn~i~nt nt.~'4.~ ,¢=~au, m., . . . . . . . .  ~' "0~" . . . .  suchan.occurreneedoes.not~~" The new sanitary landfill, .. : . . .  ; ,  .,i~ ~.~: .~,, ~.,~. ,,.,~.- ,~lN~tthwe~eonimdlti~p(t011ege~t~ ~ . . . .  ~.,-~.~';,.: 
The fare will be $1 for and arrive in Kitimat at .of more refuse by using a take place, currently ~ under con- School District No. 88(Terraoe) 
adults and 50 cents for 6:10, making connections lar~.erco_n~ner; . . . . .  , .  The proposed bylaw struction by the District of Northwest RegionalArtsCouncil 
children, aged 12 years and ' .with the 6:10 a.m. industrial ,f,'~'Pu~,~,u~'a=~-~'=~'~'h~_' ~ provides for a once-weekly Terrace, upon completion 
,,-,~-- bus . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, "--'~ . . . . .  pickup from private and put into service will be Varying length workshops in the arts for all ages. 
= '~'"  ' • private collections must be dwellings, apartments and open for the acceptance of
Coastal Bus Lines is a The afternoon trip will . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Daytime and Evening Programs • . . . . .  aumpea a~ me ~vzummpm rooming houses, with such Municipal re t ie  on a 24- fuliy-|xcenced public serwce leave Kitimat at 4:00 p.m., ~o¢,,oo n~=,w~l Site 
carrier covered by a $10 leave Kitamaat village at "~'~,,='='=',,~'7= ,~rmitt~ pickup to connist of no more "hour basis, ~onoay to 
million public liability and 4:25 p.m. and arrive back in . ,~:,. ,~u,,~=.,~,,~o,~,,~o~,--;~ than three cans. Additional Sunday inclusive for all Childrens Art Weaving 
property damage insurance Kiti~hat t 4:50 p.m. b,=~in~ ,,.re~usV~--in,-,~--.~he c arges will be levied for- vehicles up to and including Donna Bannister Helen Mardiste 
cans in excess of three, one-ton. Vehicles in excess July 11 - Aug. 12 (5 sessions) July l 1, 12, 13 , 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::.:.:.:::::::::::::::::.:.:::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::::::::•:::::.:::.:.:::::::::...;:.:.:::.:.:.: municipality. Commercial or industrial of one-ton will be required to Minimum Age 5 Minimum Age 17 
refuse will be collected by dispose of their efuse at the Fee: $25.00 
OUTSIDE QUEBEC the municipality in such Municipal Disposal Site FilmSerles RecreatlonalSingln 9 
volumes and at such times 
Alderman Sharon Biggs ~ 
was unsuccessful inher bid 
to get some action on 
economic disparities in  
Terrace. Accoi'ding to her 
lengthy motion Andre 
0uellet, Federal Minister of 
Urban Affairs, is looking for ~. 
briefs from communities on 
Franco-Ontarians demand 
equal tongue opportunity 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Francophones Hers Quebec, New Brunswick currently 
Spokesmen for French- a group composed of nine is the only province which 
Canadians living outside associations, salditpiansto approa'ches the type of 
meet Prime Minister legislative guarantees the  Quebec say the first step 
towards national unity is 
granting them equal 
linguistic rights in the nine 
Englishspeaking provinces. 
"You can't ell Quebec to 
stay in Confederation if you 
don't give more rights to 
Franco-Ontarians," Remy 
Beauregard, executive- 
secretary of the Association 
canadienne-francaise d  
l'Ontario, said at a news 
conference Wednesday. 
In an attempt to gain in- 
creased cultural and 
linguistic rights, French- 
Canadian associations from 
the nine provinces ay they 
plan to accelerate pressure 
on federal, provincial and 
municipal governments o 
outline concrete plans. 
The Federation des 
Bodies 
found 
FORT ST. JAMES, B.C. 
(CP) --The bodies of Dr. 
Brent Russell and Jean- 
nry de ]a Nee have been 
overed from the wreck of 
an aircraft in Tezzerome 
Lake, 20 miles north of this 
northern British Columbia 
cora~unity. 
RCMP Corporal Goruon 
Gibbe said the bodies were 
tobe br~ou~ht from the crash 
area ay. 
The plane, which crashed 
March 4 with five persons 
aboard, was on its way from 
Prince George, B.C.,Nto 
Level] Cove on Takla Lake 
when it crashed into the ice- 
covered lake. 
Trudeau, leaders of the 
federal opposition parties 
and Quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque in the next month. 
Prime topic would be a 
twovolume report on the 
status of French-Canadians 
living outside Quebec. The 
was prepared by the 
ration• 
The second volume of the 
report, entitled The Heirs of 
Lord Durham, was released 
Wednesday. 
Lord Durham was a 
Governor-General in the 
19th century who advocated 
that French-Canadians be 
assimilated into the English 
mainstream. His report was 
largely rejected by the 
Br i t ish Par l iament ,  
although the federation 
believes the spirit of Lord 
Durham's advice still reigns 
in Canada. 
The first volume of the 
federation report dealt with 
the process of assimilation 
the federation says it 
believes threatens the 
cultural and linguistic sur- 
vival of French-Canadians 
outside Quebec. The second 
volume outlines the tactics 
the nine associations will 
adopt to attempt o coun- 
teract the forces of 
assimilation they perceive. 
They said they plan to 
seek greater financial 
assistance for the cultural 
blossoming of French- 
Canadians and legislation 
that will guarantee French- 
Canadians the right to 
address their municipal and 
provincial governments in
French. 
associations seek, 
Typical of the situations 
described in the report was 
the chapter written by the 
Association culturelle 
franco-canadienne d  la 
Saskatchewan. 
. The association said most 
French Canadians in 
Saskatchewan feel forced to 
hide their ancestry and "to 
~aeak English in such a way 
tnoo~eis  able to guess, on another  $1 charge 
his F rench-Canad ian  
origiua.s" VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
Too often, the association 
said, "the No. 1enemy of the 
francophone is very often 
the francophone himself, 
who does not possess ... a 
true pride in his origins, his 
language, his race, his 
ancestors, his history." 
99-cent an hour increase 
included in the British 
Columbia construction 
industry settlement Wed- 
nesday became $1.01V= for 
the biggest local o f  the 
United Association of 
Journeymen and AP- 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
VlC TORIA GIVETH 
AND TAKETH A WA.Y 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Graeme Roberts, 'the 
controversial director of the 
British Columbia Ferry 
Carp•, said today the de- 
cision by Pacific Stage lines 
to increase its bus fares 
between here and Van- 
out why one government 
transportation service was 
raising rates while the other 
was lowering them. 
"There is a lack of co- 
ordination here that con- 
cerns me," he said in an 
interview. "The premier 
publicly announces a re- couver by 50 cents is "a slap 
in the face to the travelling duction in the ferry rates 
public." and then the bus company 
The increase announced quieUy raises its rates by 50 
last week takes affect June cents, which reduced the 
1, the same day ferry fares value of the reduction." 
are to go down by $1.  ' Roberts aid another item 
Roberts, from Nanaimo, certain to be on the almonds 
said he will ask questions at for next week's meetmg is 
the corporation board the .quality of food on the 
meetin!~ next week to .find ferric,. 
•:•:•:•:•.•:•.•.;:•.•:•:•:•:.:•:;:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•.•.•:•.••;.•.•.•::.:.;:::•••:•:•:.:.•.:..::::..:::::•:•:::::•:•:•:•:•:•:•.;.;.•:•:•:•:•:• 
prentices of the Plumbing 
and Pipefitting Industry, 
says the local's business 
manager. 
John Wynne said the local, 
whose 2,500 members work 
throughout most of B.C., 
reached agreement with 
Const ruct ion  Labor  
Relatio0s Association 
Tuesday night to accept he 
99~ent increase 'to cover 
wages' and fringe benefits. 
But Wynne added that the 
local also received" an extra 
one cent an hour to purchase 
protective 'clothing for 
workers, and an additional 
one-and-a-half cents for the 
union's fun~pprenticeship 
training . 
Rioter 
sentenced 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- Lester Marvin Gau- 
thier, 19, was sentenced in
County Court Tuesday to 
five months inprisnnment 
for his involvement in the 
Feb. 3 riot in the Prince 
George Regional Correc- 
tional Centre. 
as are contracted for by the 
individual establishments. 
Trailer courts will be 
charged for refuse collec- 
tions on the basis of a 
residential collection, unless 
commercial containers are 
used• 
Any commerc ia l  
collections which are 
contracted for with the 
District of Terrace will only 
be considered providing the 
containers are supplied and 
maintained by the District 
of Terrace and providing 
that the collection schedule 
is not less than one pickup 
per week. 
during the hours of 2 p.m. 
and 5 p•m., Monday to 
Friday inclusive, excluding, 
Saturdays, Sundays anu 
holidays. This is necessary 
in order to ensure the proper 
placement ~of larger 
volumes of garbage within 
the sanitary landfill. 
Except for a collection 
agency licenced and per- 
mitted under this bylaw, 
there will be no charge : 
levied for persons delivering. ~'' 
refuse or waste" to ~ the 
Municipal Disposal Site. 
The permit fees for garbage 
collection agencies are 
outlined in the bylaw. 
Leaky faucet? Tack 
Fee: $10.00 
Artistic Films 
N.W. Community College 
Recreational Dance 
IHawaiian and Belly) 
Vicki Parviainen 
July 11 - 22 (Tuesday, 
Wednesday & Thursday) 
Minimum Age 12 (Hawaiian) 
14 (Belly) 
Fee: $15.00 singlecourse 
$25.00 combined courses. 
' L i fo  Drawing  & IPa ln t l s l l  
Maureen Bostock 
July 11 - Aug. 8 
Minimum age 18 
Fee: $35.00 
Puppetry 
Ella George 
July 25 - 29 (5-2 hr. sessions) 
Ages 7 - 12 
Fee: $10.00 
Suzuki Piano and 
Singing Inst i tute 
Terrace Talent Educators. 
Marylin Davies 
Stuart McCallum 
Joan Spencer 
Piano: July 25- 30 
Singing: Aug. 1 - 5 
Piano - Students of Suzuki Piano 
Singing Ages- 9 to 14 
Fees: Participating student and 
parent $35.00 
additional child in family $20.00 
observing student and parent 
$25.00 
Teacher or auditor $75.00 
JoanSpencer 
Aug.  l -12(6sess ions )  
Fee:S20.00 
Qui l t ing 
Pauline Whyte 
10- 3 hr. Sessions starting 
July 12 
Minimum Age 17 
Fee: $30.00 
Silk Screening : 
Cheryl Rochan 
July 18 - 21 
Minimum Age 12 
Fee: $20.00 
f 
Senior Piano 
To be arranged 
Chi ld ren 's  Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre 
July 11. Aug. 12 
Ages 10.16 
Fee: $10.00 per 2 week 
session. 
Adult Drama 
Brian Paisley 
July I -Aug. t2, . 
Course will culminate with 
production of "Macbeth" 
Minimum age 16 
Fee: $35.00 ' 
Must register before June 10th 
Creative Wr!ting 
Maureen Bostock 
July 11 - Aug. 12 (Monday and 
Wednesday) 
Minimum Age 18 
Fee: $20.00 
Registration: Pre.registrati0n by mail or register in person June 25 or July 2 
at Terrace Mall 
Accommodation: Some accommodation will be available at very reasonable 
• rates at ~'Jrthwest College for out.of.town participants 
For Further Information Contact: 
TerraCe & Dis t r i c t  Ar ts  Counc i l ,  Box  35, Ter race ,  B.C. 
or Phone 
Ken Morton Val George.  
Uplands School, Terrace or Northwest College. Terrace 
635-2121 or 635-7507 635.6511 or ~3S.475| 
have to be limited, Early registration is advised since er~rolments may ' 
t 
Courses are subject to concellaiion due to insufficient enrolment or other cause. 
.o. 
Union of B.C. Municipalities 
Terrace and District Arts (UBCM) conven.tion in 
Council was turned .down 
when itasked for its annual Vernon from September 21 • 
to 23. Council could not 
~coant early this year. agree, however, on how 
uncil is unable to give out 
grants until taxes have been many peowe should 
represent it at the con-' 
collected and thatwill not be vention, 
until mid-July, o 
Meanwhile, mayor, Jack 
Talstra, will officially open 
the annual Outdoor Fair, 
Saturday May 28 at I0 a.m. 
I 
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AL TERNA TIVE SCHOOL 'SCALED DO WN 
Integrating all student sbest solution? 
Isolation feeling 
prompts move 
The Intermediate School was alive and well in 
September of 1976. It is still alive and well today. 
But, like the caterpillar that goes into a cocoon for 
• change, ,the program has gone into a new building, 
and emerges in. a new form. 
Special report 
by JoAnne Ames 
The question we have 
examL,~ is whether or noc 
what we have is really a 
butterfly. Let's start with 
the alternative school as it 
existed in September of 
1976. 
The function of the school 
wan..."to provide hard-to- 
manage kids, and those who 
had been kicked out of 
school, and those with 
, behavioural problems a 
place to grow academically 
and emotionally." 
Children were refered to 
the school by Human 
Resources, Mental Health, 
and the probation office, as 
well as the school system in 
Terrace. 
The school had been 
inoperation at the Old 
Alliance Church building on 
Agar since September of 
1975; Christina Height had 
been the teacher since that 
time. 
There were l l  children in 
the program, in September, 
rsnglng in age from nine to 
15 years. Most were not 
attending school at all. 
They simply weren't 
showing up at regular 
• school, or not often enough 
for them to learn an~..ng. 
At the Agar budding, 
besides teacher Haight, 
were a half-time teacher, 
and a child-care worker, 
and two, 20.hour-a-week 
helpers. There were also 
volunteers. The parents of 
students came and went 
often and sometimes helped 
in class. 
Christina Haight said she 
was told' that in the School 
Board's judgement it was a 
good idea to move the 
program. "As far as I'm 
concerned, itwasn't moved. 
It was shut down. All the 
staff quit, there was no 
continuation," she said. 
• The move of the program 
was first suggested in Oc- 
tober. Los Orr, the principal 
of Clarence Michae~l school, 
was appointed SUllervising 
prleclpal of Agsr. Then the 
suggestion came up that the 
program be moved into his 
schGol. I 
Jake Cook, school board 
trustee, said the school was 
moved so it would be more 
under the control of Orr, the 
principal. The children, in 
his opinion, are intergrated 
into the school system now. 
"They're not isolated. They 
shouldn't be isolated or 
segregated," he said. 
"It's a very controversial 
point with soine people, the 
fact that we moved the 
school, lt's a matter of what 
is beneficial for most 
PecC~iflna Halght, when 
she heard about the 
proposed change, was o~ 
pesed. She felt, and still 
maintains, that the"type of 
kids we were dealing with 
• can't make it and couldn't 
be handled with in regular 
schools." The intermediate 
school staff believed that What happened to the 
program, essentially, eas one of its students was ready 
that it was moved because to make the transition into a 
there were feelings that it regular school situation. 
was too isolated from the When the decision was 
school system as defined by ~; made to move to Clarence 
th~ prese.nce of other,, ~Michaelit . ,,Christina appoaled 
children, te-cners, and . 
academic emphasis. Frank Hamilton, the 
::;:;;..'-.'.:;~';:;1;:;~:;;;~:::;:;:'.:;:.:;:;:;,..':';'-;: .;_,;:~ .;~;:;:..;';--;:;:;:;.._.;:;:;;;..;:;:;: 
,MINING EXECUTIVE 
!,SEEKS RAIL LINKS 
. A"~0-mile rail link down 
"the iStikine Valley from 
Britl~[h Columbia Rail's 
Dcas~%ake ~tension could 
help the d~velopment of 
precious metals in the 
valley 200 miles north of 
Prince Rupert, Robert 
Stevenson, vice-president of 
Stikine Copper Ltd.,. said 
Tuesday. 
He told the royal com- 
mission inquiry into the 
rail(ray's affairs that the 
route, linked to an outlet 
through the. Alaska 
Panhandle, would has ten 
development of northern 
B.C., south-eastern Yukon 
and south-western Nor- 
thwest Territories and 
would improve the flunnelal 
strength of the Fort St. 
James Terraee-Desse bake 
system. 
Work on the Dease Lake 
extension was halted by 
Premier Bill Bennett until 
the Inquiry is completed. 
Stevenson said Stlkine 
Copper would obviously 
benefit but other potential 
ore properties exist in the 
Valley and there are sub- 
stantial reserves of 
coniferous tree. 
The company estimates 
open-pit copper-~old-silver 
reserves of 127 rmllion tons 
that would bring about $200 
million gross revenue a year 
and Jobs for 1,000, lie said. 
S tevenson  sa id  
development and tran- 
sportation costs would be 
Idgh but the preferred route 
leads down the valley to 
fide-water. A suitable site 
for deep-water port is 
thought o exist at Babbler 
Polfit in Alaska. 
Stevenson said taxes, 
royalties, market conditions 
and the world recession 
would dissuade any copper 
development right now. 
"We are anxious to 
develop this deposit," be 
said, 'Cand we assume it will 
benefit B.C. 
OFF PAGE ONE 
Recreation debate  
(conUnued from page one) prerogative where it's going 
nt  ' ' "  togo, o administrations . 
recreation commission Roger Dufty of the Parks 
meetingltwouldconiravene and Recreation branch 
normalchannels of corn- denied that tbe ad- 
munlcation and would be a ministration had en- 
clear indication that the couraged the Kinsmen to 
commission isgoing to take choose Upl~r Little Par. 
a more public, political When told by Martin that 
stance ngalnst council.... "the Kinsmen think they 
Another matter wnscn have been encouraged", 
disturbed members we~ Dufty replied, "I 'm as 
suprisod as y . plans by the Kinsmen cluo ou " 
to locate a "Participark" at 
Upper Little ParK. A less controversial 
Anumber of members ~erlkt aspect of the meeting was a 
that • Upper Little Pa . report by Molly mattress 
would be too small for 'and Lll Farkvam about he 
Particil~Fk facilities and B.C.  R e c r e a t i o nal  
indlcat~l their feelings that Association conference 
Agar or Christie Paras  which they attended In 
w~mld be better locations, -Vernon earlier this month. 
Pointing out •that the The ~port Was extremely Kinsmen ~d discussed the 
particlL~rk proposal with -compreneneive. In future 
the Parks and-Recreation issues, the Herald will be 
administration, Chairman printing a series of Colun~ns 
Martin said, "I think !t on topics ratsca during me 
should be the commission's conference. 
.~ i f{  '•i:~':~!i : •/':" ' /~ , • 
Mrs. Dunbar and three of her 
students are shown here in the new 
intermediate class location in 
school superintendent, 
thought hat regular school 
classroom teachers hould 
have the ability to handle 
the kids, and tried to assure 
her that the move would be 
successful. 
The board turhed her 
appeal down. Nancy Orr, 
w~io was on the beard at the 
time Christina appealed the 
decision, was very con- 
ceded .about the plan to 
move t~e program into a 
"regular" school. 
"These youngsters didn't 
• .;~ ~ ,5.; i~:~:! 
Tom 
By DAVE RICHARDSON 
Herald staff writer 
Depending upon the 
outcome of two public 
meetings at the end of this 
month and one at the 
beginning of June, the 
Hazeltone could be an in- 
corporated town within a 
year. 
Bob Marcellin, assistant 
enner for the Regional 
strict of Kitimat-Stikine, 
told The Herald ff public 
reaction to incorporation is 
favorable, a referendum 
will be held in the fall. 
"If the referendum .][~asses 
a simple majority is 
enough - it will go to the 
municipal affairs branch," 
he explained. 
Marcellln said that while 
there was really no way of 
knowing how long it would 
take for the government to 
process the al~plicatien, • the 
Hazeltons could abtain 
municipal status by spring 
t \ 
identify witli school at all. " 
Yes, Agar was seperate 
from the regular school, but 
I thought the youngsters 
would function better in that 
environment. They were 
certainly very  disturbed 
y0unsters. I just couldn't 
see them functioning in a 
• regular school." 
Nancy' said she hasn't 
followed through on the 
~ogram, so she is not sure 
if the current one is working 
any better than the previous 
one or not. 
t 
f ¢.  
, ~ ..' .... , .  .... : .~;~ 
• ;,~ ~':,; , ,y~,~q.,.. , , 
Clarence h~icbael elementary visible, as students do a reading 
schoo l . ,  lesson. 
The emphasis' on academics is 
"There was certainly a program that would be 
change of philosophy and. continued for them in the 
policy," she said. ' I  really new location, with new staff 
wonder what happened to and a new ~liey.An em- 
• these kids. They were phasis on academics. 
learning to cope, to read and The change in philosophy 
write, a~d to obey rules, was  actually a change in 
which is something we all function, in some 
have to learn to function in estimations. The school 
society . . . . .  What real ly  shouldn't be a "babysitting 
bothered me at the time was ,' service". Rob watts said he 
that the ones we were thought the school, as it 
looking at didn't have wxisted on Agar, was 
anywhere lsete go." becoming that. 
• "We have to educate kids 
Yea, theydid, somepeople so that they don't get into 
told me.  They had the trouble. We have to make 
, / / i  
sure, on the panel that 
decides on program ad- 
missions, that it doesn't• 
become a dumping ground 
for teachers or parents who 
can't handle the kids in- 
volved." 
In October, according to 
the records in Clarence 
Michael, there were a total 
of nine students-in' the  
ram, six boys and three 
Is. By the time the move 
was actually made to find . 
alternative education 
methods for as many 
students, three are still in 
school. One remains in the 
intermediate class and two 
are Integrated into regular 
classes. The others have 
dis,appeared, in essence, 
from the school s~tem. 
One of the three students i  
the single one that Christina 
Haight felt was ready to go 
back into the regular class 
situation 'in September of 
1976. 
Something has happened 
to eight of the orlgtrial II 
children. Three are ac- 
• counted for. Where are the 
other eight? 
Some have moved out of 
the area, ~olng with 
relatives. ~eme have 
simply stopped showing up 
at school. Some have 
dropped their correspon- 
dence courses. 
Where is the program 
now? 
There are six children, in 
"it. They have claesroom 
space in Clarence Michael 
school. They are generally 
younger that the original 11. 
Los Orr, the principal of 
the school says he thinks the 
program can best help kids 
between the ages of 9 and 13. 
After the age of 13, they are 
too old for an elementary 
school system. 
"The boys get too big and 
Imllyish," he said, "and the 
girls especially get 'sexy' 
and start going out with 
older men. A girl of that age 
has a mind about what she 
is, and she pretty well does 
as she likes. They get adult 
ideas, boys and girls, and 
once that happens, they 
become pretty well u~ ~ 
manageable." 
The changes of teacher, 
and physical location 4g the 
'class have a great effect on 
the children. Perhaps, that 
is why some of them stepped 
coming. And the change in 
emphasis has left some of 
them with no reason to stay. 
Probation officer Rod 
Watts says, "Some kids 
need life skills, not 
academics. Themwere 
some kids from the Agar 
school who could make it 
academically, but how can 
you mix tke two?" ' 
"it's like anything else, 
you try and suit the 
majority. Ideally we's have 
two schools, one with an 
academic emphasis and one 
for the less academic 
In October, accoi'ding to students. But the taxpayers 
the records in Clarence den't want to pay. Frankly, 
PUBLIC MEETINGS SET Michael, there were a total they're sick of paying. 
• ' of nine students in the Programs cost bucks." 
• ~ a " e l t o  n ' )  | |  /__ I L  [ l |  prngram, six boys and three "Sure, the long-term cnsts orrow: o n e  ,~. .  By the time the move in courts for ofteoders and 
was actually mane, other things are often 
8p.m.) citizens willbe given community identity, for taxes. This, said Marcellin, Christina said that she and phenomenal comp,ar, ed to 
information on th6 ad- "example?" he asked, is the sigie most common the staff had tried to find the shor-term ones. alternative education The kids in the alternative 
vantages of incorporation. The assistant planner objection voiced by methods for as many of the program, once the~! Sl~ 
These advantages, as pointed out that. of the residents, of the area.  students as possible, in- attending school wi ,  
outlined in a regional provincialfundsovallableto '~e  increase in. taxes eluding correspondence Orr predict, join the 
planning brochure mailnd to municipalities, an interim would be approx!mateJy 10 courses., criminal classes. "Tey're 
area residents this week, revenue sharing grant of per cent," he noted. "Buc Is the new program of- just walting to get to the a~e 
include grants, more direct $30,000, water and sewer the ,benefits are con- fective? • where they can be tried m 
representation a d planning cost nssistence of75 per cent sider~ble." • Five went to Clarence adult court. That's where 
autonomy, and a per capita grant of 34 I~. said New and South M ~ i v e  their future nes." 
But according to Mar- per person are' the mint Hazeltone have a combined 
cellin, some of the benefits significant, p0pvll~tien of 1,100 and are 
of incorporation are difficult ' The disadvantage • of bolh. " water protection 
to assess or even define, gaiuln municipal status, of districts with limited local 
"How can you assess course, is the increase in control. 
Eastern phone dialers 
can't get past dial tone 
protest against, a .proposed 
new twoyear contract. 
The operators, members 
of Commmugcattons Union 
Canada, began voting 
Tuesday on a tentative 
contract reached with Bell 
on May 16, an hour before a 
strike deadline. 
A spokesman for the union 
in Montreal said operators 
there, who voted 1,006 to 273 
to reject the contract offer 
Tuesday, have decided to 
remain off the job until 
results are known for all of 
Quebec and Ontario. Those 
results are not expected 
until at least Friday. 
The Montreal workers 
have been off the job in 
~feOtest against he company 
r since Tuesday. 
Bell Canada long- 
distance operators i~ 
Montreal, Quebec City, 
Toronto and Thunder Bay, 
Ont., were off the job 
Wednesday in a continuing 
of next year. 
The move to incorporate PUPPET MAKING 
began when a group of 
citizens from New and South Hazelton approached the A short two-evening course is Efla George, who 
regional district requesting course in Pup]pet-Making is has given many successful 
that funds be set aside in the being offered in Terrace by courses inPuppet-Making in 
1977 budget for a feasibility the Department of Con- Nelson. To register for the 
study on municipal tinulng Education of School tourse contact Hugh Power 
organization. District No. 88. The course at 635-4931 or 635-3633. 
Old Hazelten is already will be given on Monday, 
ineorporated asa  village, JuenGandThursday, June9 . OB RADIOS but ~an indicated support from 7:30.10:00 p.m. at the • 
for the action taken b~. its Northwest Community 
neighboring commumties. College at 5331 McConnell 23 Channels 
A steering committs was Avenue. 
sot up and met every two Puppetry is fun for all 5 Watts 
weeks in Febuary and ages. These two short in- Built-in PA 
March with the region's treductaryseesi°as will give 69 
planning staff, you many ideas for making $ 9 6 i . 
A detailed community Lmppets and producing a 
plan, including zoning and show. You will make'a 
administrative financial quality plaster strip puppet 
statements for alternative andashadowpuppet. These ' .II.[RI[ 
municipal structures was sessions would be helpful to 
completed, anyone working with 
At the public meetings, children--Girl Guides or 
scheduled for May-30 at. Boy Scout Leaders, Day Lower 
South Haselton Hall, May 31 Care Workers, teachers, i 
at New Hazelton Hall and etc. or anyone wishing to 
June 6 at Skeena Valley Ice start a new hobby. L ~ena (allmeetings begin at The instructor for the 
'69 
KITiMAT 
% 
RADIO & TV 
r Oity Oentre Mall 
632-2024 
The British Columbia AssesSment Authority has 
several openings for Appraiser Trainees In its 
Terrace Area Assessment Office. Duties In. 
clude: doing preliminary inventory for various 
property assessment appraisals; assisting in 
maintaining property records dealing with Land 
Registry transfers; recording of property sales 
in preparation for sales analysis; maintaining 
sales studies and subdivision changes on field 
maps; other related duties as assigned; some 
travel Involved. Applicants will have suc- 
cessfully completed Grade 12 and be enrolled in, 
or will be willing to enroll In courses and training 
programs leading to certification as an ac- 
credited appraiser, A.A.C.I., R.I. (B.C.) 
Diploma or equivalent. Applicants must hold a 
clear and valid driver's license. Knowledge in 
the design and construction of dwellings and 
small commercial and Industrial buildings, land 
assessment and machinery valuation, or an 
equivalent combination of training and ex. 
perlence. Candidates with more education and 
experience may be considered for more senior 
appraisal positions. 
Monthly Salary: $1098.0041196.00 
Competition No. 77.60 
Closing Date: June 3, 1977 
Application forms may be obtained from the 
various assessment offices located throughout 
the province. Please direct completed ap- 
plication forms to: 
Co.ordlnator Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
Victoria, B.C. 
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Interpreting the news 
T rNading charges on human rights. 
- .  _ ! _ (C.P) -- p.oli!buro is stl!l v.el!ed, volved in the constitutional htembers also .appear to rig.h~ s~tus }n U.S.jY~e 
Tnroug ,out  ~.'astern western speemauonmmat revision, but  Brezhnev have been spurredby the ana nepmg w s in -~a, ,  . .  
t~rope, gover.n}nenm are it was the result of a crash' assuredly realizes. -its human rights issue and the pr_eLerences- . 
.qule.uy, pat~ing.tneir, hom.es withpartySecreta.ryLeonid potential value, in the 'coming Belgrade con- Tne . .  ae~ens iv je  
.In netter, oraer, tar me ureznn, ev over me still- developing pro.paganda war ference. A U,S. state depart- Feparau°ns___mr.z~_Lsm.~ 
.human, rlgnts, mscussiens secret .new constitution over numan r lghts . .  ' ment study has come to the ~v.e .ne c eeen .a_~__u. ran= rules egainst 
mat negro June 15 in aaopcea ox the sam'e tentative conclusion that ~ovlet SlOe, nowever, u.o. Communist 
Be_]~rade. . . . . . .  meetin.g of.  the centre! .._Thene..w co~U~tion.may B u I g a r i a,  P o I a n d,  .offici.al.s are.co~c_!o~sof.!he 
Tne ettort to notster committee mat removea ~©,. , . . c  .u .~ .~ .~onu Czechoslovakia and East !act mac me -',o~em w.m "While U.S. offietals are 
defenc.e, against J immy P odgorny. . its..propa.gan_aa " na  sym- Germany hay# performed nave .c.narges to_.maKe gearing up. for .a major 
uar ters  numanrlghcs ~oviet news re~eases oo ,  c.ro}.e. The current feirly well on the question of a[gm.nstmemenau~..~s.ome verbalonmaught against 
campaign has already had oted Brezhnev as sayz'ng eonsumuon, orzginany vl exit visas [or famtlyv m me cnarges coma nave 
far-reaching effects, in- ~n~t the new constitution, on .written for.S..t~in, promised ~u~infieation. -- . . . . . .  some validity. Soviet performatlce in 
eluding a possible con- which work has been in treenom m me press, as- _ . . . . . . . . . .  , Imman rights and Soviet 
_Lribution.to he fall of Soviet progress for 15 years, will semmy, worship and even ];;ast uermany nas neen une ma~or source u! officials prepare their 
r re s z (le n t Ni k o I a i mean " the.  further ex- secession without any of p a r t i c u I a r I y a c - criticism for the United con . terattaeks, Canadian 
t..ongomy. , "" L. pension'and eepening ~of .th0s~ rights being fully " commodatlng recent ly ,  States . was  recently spbk~men have sounded a
• Al~ough the reasoh for Socialist demecracv." realized fn Western terms. ~ i~ exit visas.as a.means re.mo.v.ed, w..hen the ~rter  note of caution about the 
"Podgorny's ouster from the Many other faeto~s are in- Other  Sov ie t -b loc  of lmprowng ~ts human- aamlmswauonenueomeas- imminentdehate: 
IM 
Two new alderpeople were sworn in at the 
Terrace District Council meeting Tuesday night. 
Doug Mumford and David Pease filled the two 
positions left vacant by mayoralty candidates, 
Sharon Biggs and David M01r0ney• Mumford and 
Pease were the only persons to file nomination 
papers and therefore were appointed without the 
need of an election. 
Not that we wish to question these two new 
representatives ~ ability to do a good job, but it is a 
shme that the residenb of Terrace had no choice in 
their election• 
After all, the very principle of our democratic 
society is based in the concept of free choice - 
choice between ideas, philosophies and per- 
sonalitles. 
It is when people cease to care about their right to 
choose and the rights of others to hold Qpposing 
views that the fabric of our democratic society 
begins to break down. 
Therefore, it is indeed a sad comment on the 
health of Terrace as a community that no one else 
saw fit to contest the vacant positions. 
Surely not everyone in the district is happy with 
the way things have been run. Surely not everyone 
agrees with the points of view expressed by 
Mumford and Pease. Surely someone else must 
feel themselves fit to represent the community. 
This one instance would not be nearly so 
disturbing if it were not seen as a part of a larger 
trend, a trend away from political action. 
North Americans especially shy away from 
discussing politics, lust as they do from discussing 
religion. Both are considered in slightl~, bad taste 
at cocktail parties. Both are given Iiffle exposure 
in our schools. 
It is bitterly ironical that the two sublects Which 
tell us the most about our lives on earth and beyond 
are seen to be avoided at all costs. 
It is not enough to write off politics as being 
cynical and corrupt• These are symptoms. It 
politics is cynical, if it is corrupt, it is only because 
people, or their apathy, have let it become so. 
To some, this may all seem far afield from a 
municipal election campaign• But it is not. 
If we don't care enough about those who govern 
our immediate community, what does it say about 
our concern for the role of politics on world level? 
Acclamations may be nice for the candidates, but 
they are often a disturbing sign that a community 
has become politically decadent and devoid of 
ideas. 
A question 
close to home 
At the (~nd of this month and the beginning of the 
next, there will be three public meetings in New 
Hazelton and South Hazelton to discuss the in- 
corporation of the two communities into a 
municipality. 
Clearly, there are advantages and disadvantages 
to the move. As the assistant planner for the 
Regional District of Kitimat.Stikine, Bob Mar- 
cellin, pointed out in a story on page three, of 
today's paper the chief disadvantage is the In. 
crease in taxes. 
No one like to pay taxes. No one likes to see his 
taxes go up, although they Inevitably do. 
But the citizens of the two Hazeltons will be asked 
to consider the return they can expect for their 
taxes dollars. With municipal autonomy, they will 
have, at least theoretically, a more immediate 
control over the development of their area. 
Presently the communities are represented in 
.government by regional board members, an MLA 
and an MP, all of whom ust seem rather distant at 
times. 
In addition, as a town the Hazeltons would be 
eligible for provincial grants to ease the financial 
burden of municipal self.government. 
But whether residnets agree or disagree with the 
principle of incorporation, the Important thing is 
that they take advantage of these public meetings 
on May 30,31 and June 6, to express their views. 
If the communities do incorporate, the style and 
quality of future town councils may well be 
determined by the turnout at the public meetings. 
Successful municipal governments are ones with 
active public participation. And conversely, 
lackluster government and political corruption 
breed in atmospheres of indifference. 
Again, if the communities of South and New 
Hazelton are opt for municipal status, what better 
way to begin than with enthusiastic public In- 
volvement? 
bN ~t~L 
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By IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
, MP ,  Skeena 
Tempol Assessment 
A summary report on the 
navigational and en- 
• v i ronmenta l  hazards  
associated with . the 
proposed oil terminal for 
Kihmat was released 
recently. 
The study is a technical 
assessment, and contains 
some very valuable 
recommendations. Mainly, 
Report from Ottawa 
Copies of Termpol re.portavailabie 
Assessment with you. 
Anyone who wishes to obtain 
a copy may write to me in 
Ottawa. 
European Sport Ex- 
changes 
Jus't recently, I visited 
East Germany, West 
Germany, Poland and 
Hungary to. negotiate 
athlete-exchange 
agreements and to tour 
sport facilities in those 
countries, west Germany, 
East Germany and Poland 
are among the top five 
countries in the field of sport 
22 exhibits, complete with automat ic  p i tch ing  
sports eouipment, to machine. 
promote involvement in . The project has been a 
sport, tremendous success in its 
Youngsters in Kitimat travels from coast to coast 
were invited to test their since it started in 1971. It is 
skills - to ski on artificial' my hope that many of you 
snow, figure skate on a will take the opportunity to 
plastic surface and" take see it when it visits your 
hatting practice from an community. 
Hall Commission Report 
Finally, I am looking 
forward to some favourable 
spin-offs from the recently 
released Hall Commission 
Report on rail tran- 
sportation. 
Mr. Justice Hall's report 
could mean increased use of 
Prince Rupert as a grain 
handling port and it sup- 
ports the suggestions of the 
Prince Rupert Grain 
Committee in this regard. 
I will continue to pursue " 
the matter of grain delivery 
to Prince Rupert, and am • 
optimistic that grain 
shipment will be greatly 
increased uring this year. 
Voice of the readers 
Herbicide spray alarms media 
Hen. Bob McClelland, the report ells us to take a 
carefud look at the tanker development, as many of Minister of Health 
var ious  neuro log ica l  
disorders arising from 
recreational area for the 
40,000 people in the Terrace- 
Kitimat locale. Exposure to 
these deadly chemicals is 
likely for those who continue 
route for the proposed you may know. Hungary is The members of  the . lesser exposures. Large 
Kitimat pipeline, and points rated ninth while Canada Medical Staff of Mills doses have caused eaths in 
out that further measures follows in 10th place. I Memorial in Terrace wish to several well-documented 
are required to reduce the realized that the most express their concern about cases. . . to swim or enjoy other 
impact of oil spills during successful countries have a the proposed helicopter Tne proposee spraying water-based recreation. 
the transportation and broad base of participation sr~n avm,o of 2, ", - D and program in. our area in- Another source of ex- 
transfer of crude oil. in sport; everyone takes ' p~cloram herbicides b~/B.C, eludes a ml.le-long swathe posure is from con- 
part in fitness and sport ..jdro.-~, 2, 4 - D and similar parauedng me. Old Lakeise taminated well water 
The study was begun by activities; from children analogues are established Lake Road. m the Black- ingested by many residents 
the Canadian Marine doing exercise games with teratogens (causing birth water ureeK .uraina.ge. ad- along the lake dependent 
teddy bears to 65 year-olds defects) and carcinogens j_acent .to Laxem.e LaKe. upon groundwater for their 
T ranspor ta t ion  Ad- playing in special soccer (cancer causing) with This lake is me major water supply. The proposed 
ministration i December of leagues. I realize now that 
last year, just as we heard Canada has more-than- 
that the Kitimat Pipeline adequate facilitiesforsport P r i e s t s  s h o u l d  b e  a l l o w e d  Limited was proposing a development and with .an 
$500 million project in- upgrading of our coaching 
volving an oil pspeline from system, and a broadening of to perform I,ke" c;hrinks Kitimat to Edmonton and a our own base of par- 
marine terminal which ticipation, we could, quite 
would receive oil tankers at possibly be 5th in the next E r dito : , ' mot ivat ion  thinking~ religion from this bill.' 
Kitimat. Olympics. As optimistic as _ _R.eg~,,~ng. Bill IS - emotion and interpersonal This bill was passed far 
that may sound, I believe it rsyenomgm s Ac~. too relationshlm•" too quickly and with far too 
The Termpol Assessment, is a valid goal. I find this bill to be far This takes away my little public attention ( I  
as the study is called, . broad and sweeping in its religion and doesn't allow suspect some form of foul examines  te rmina l  
facilities, aids to navigation, I was also able to visit dofinition of "the praetice of me to raise my children as I play) for any concerned 
psychology." It most see fit. persons' liking• vessel traffic management, Vienna for a brief period definitely includes the I strongly suggest that at Please help me bring this 
navigational shil~ safety, during my European tour ministers of my and, I'm least an amendment to this matter to the public eye. 
conhngency vlanning, and in short, found the sure, others' church, asweli bill be made that would .HunlleyGiesbreeh 
routes and the effect of thzs hockey situation in our as the school teachers and exempt the ministers of Vancouver 
water route on the en- country in need of a great even parents• 
vironment, the people and deal of attention. In this It makesitillegal for us m 
the economy in our area. regard, I have convened a perform our daily duties - 
special Ad Hoc Committee myself as a parent, my.  
i have read the report to study this sport, and I minister who councils me 
carefully, and have asked urge all of you in Skeena and my family, and the 
for further information on who are interested in this teachers who teach my Dear Sir: 
Counselling services exist 
several ~oints raised, 
particular y the ob- 
servations about weather 
conditions and possible 
effect on tanker traffic. At 
this time I am also studying 
carefully the entire 
Canadian-U.S. oil supply 
situation and all po.~sible 
means of solution. 
Meanwhile, I would like to 
share the Termpol 
matter to send me your 
views. 
Kitimat Sport Demon- 
stration Project 
I was in Kitimat recently 
to officially launch the 
Fitness and Amateur S/~ort 
Branch's Sport Demon- 
stration Project. This is.a 
fun and functional program 
which consists essentially of 
children. I would like to comment 
Inother words, we have to on your ~est  editorial of 
be registered psychologists May 19 and the Voice of the 
in order to give "prevision Readers letter of May 20. 
to individual groups, Beth were concerned with 
organizations or the public the tragedy of people with 
of any service involving the problems. 
application of principles, As far as the students are 
methods and procedures of concerned, I wonder why 
understanding, predicting they have to be so vague in 
and influencing behavior, their statements. I know 
including the principles o f  The Herald has been ad- 
learn ing  percept ion ,  vertising for months a 
~rrogram called" Parents in 
isis". This, I think, is just 
the "counselling and in- 
formation" centre that the 
students are looking for. 
Have they not heard of it 
or is it too inadequate to 
satisfy their criteria for 
such a service? Also maybe 
they would like to know fhat 
the people who most need 
he lp  are the ones who 
probably,cannot ask for 4t. 
"I agree with Vi Gellenbeck 
and would like to express 
my wholehearted support 
for her views• She has |our 
questions which will not be' 
~_s_wered by you or anybody 
eme uecause they are at the 
lzeart of our free enterprise 
way of life. 
But until we come to grips 
.with them; tragedies like 
mat of the Flynn Apartmem 
fire will continue ~o oocur~ 
Mrs. Jean St rangway 
area of spraying extedns 
through the area of the' 
Lakelse Lake slide of 1962, 
which event clearly 
demonstrated that this area 
is underlain by  im- 
permeable marine clays. 
These poisons will 
inevitably percolate into 
well and surface waters 
should our usual heavy 
torrential rains supervene 
after the spraying 
operation. 
Therefore, the members 
of our Medical Staff wish to 
strongly support the 
positions of the British 
Co lumbia  Med ica l  
Association and the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District in 
opposing the ill-advised 
application of biocides to 
our environment. We,urge 
you to call upon the joint 
committee supervising this 
scheme to halt the plan to' 
spray 2, 4 - D and similar 
poisons in our area. 
Jon C. Counts, M.D. 
For the Medical Staff of 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
:"i advertisement produced end-or editorial or photographic 
~i content published in the Herald. Reprocluctlon Is not . f 
i'.." i permifled without the written permission of the .Publisher. / 
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~:~:::= ' ....... been' Cleveland pitcher 
~..~=,--.:....... the dugout after hitting a Wayne Garland, signed for 
~,~.~ .... h home run and was rep- $2.3 million. Injured in 
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- Wrong way ceptions such as Gary several of his team-mates, an i~qated 6.lT ERA so far. 
Matthews of Atlanta Braves Gullett, who signed for a Boston reliever Bill 
and Joe Rudi of California reported $1.9 million, has Campbell, the first free 
After two days of dr iv ing stock car even the best dr ivers after spinning out. In a special two.day race; 25 laps were run Angels, the instant had some minor arm and agent to sign, had problems 
sometimes get confused. Hereonedr iver  in Monday night's racing ISunday, and another 25 Monday. ~ millionaires are having or- neck problems and is at the start of the seMon but has picked up seven saves 
at the Terrace Stock Car Club finds himself going the wrong way- (Herald photo by John Vogel) dinary seasons. lugging a 4.56 earned run and three victories so far Matthews, who was average to go with his 3-2 
OL YM PlC INTEREST GRO WING reported$1,875,000 tOwhenhaVehe pocketedswitched won-lost record, with a .3.44 ERA. 
from San Francisco to 
Hockey still no. 1: Hoffman ~eAtmlain~:stlo~at:r~::~iCtl~ia! BlueJays edged 
' "  6- 5 in 10 in n in g s NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. interested in a Canada Cup pressed disappointment before the athletes go into Hoffman failed to make California in exchange for 
(CP) - -  Abby Hoffman is seriesthan the Olympics in because Canadians failed to competition, and when the the finals in Tokyo but she is about $2.09 million, is only 
(me of Canada's strongest Moscow .... We are addicted win a gold medal in the1976 competitors and teams don't the only Canadian woman batting .260.for the Angels 
proponents of amateur sport to hockey." Olympic Games in Men- dosowell, the media lament ever to place in the topeight but is leading the American 
but she's also a realist. .The 30-year-old Univer- treal, the poor showing, in the 800 metres m the .League in runs batted in TORONTO (CP) -- Alan Ashby led off with a 
Hockey, she says, will sity of Toronto professor~ a "We made a vast ira- "Forexample, whenIwas Olympics, finishing seventh with 38 through Tuesday's homeMannYRodneySanguillenscott withd°Ubledthe double and moved around infiel grounders. 
always be flint in the hearts veteran of three Olympics provement at the Olympics going to Tokyo (in 1964) for in Mexico City in 1968 and games. _ 
ct Canadians. as a middle-distance run- by winning 11 medals and ' my first Olympic corn- eighth in Munich in 1972. Two other expensive new go-ahead run in the 10th Ttze loss went to Toronto 
"Although we are nor, rarely passes up a bettering our standing In petition, they told me I And she won golds in the Angels, shortstop Bobby inning Wednesday night and starter Jerry Garvin, 6-2. 
gradually showing more chance to talk about her fa- many other events. But ' should come home with a Pan-American Games in Grich and designated hitter Oakland A's hung on for a 6- Reliever Dave Giusti, I-2, 
interest in the Olympics and vorite subject and she pulls because we did not win a bronze. I don't know how 1963 and 1971 and the Com- Don Baylor, have had 5American League baseball got the victory. 
our athletes, we'll be no puncnes, gold, well, the public Was they figured that because I monwealth Games in 1966. mediocre starts. Grich, who victory over Toronto Blue The A's, trailing 4-3, tied 
dominated by hockey in Addressing a Rotary Club not happy .... . was ranked 51st in the world She attributes East Get- signed for about $I,.550,000, Jays. the game in the eii~hth on 
Canada forever .... In 1980 youth luncheon, she "The media always make at the time. And this routine many's uccess in Montreal is hitting .263 with five Scott opened the inning Rich McKinney's pinch-hit 
people will still be more criticized those who ex- incredible predictions happens over and over." to the Communist country's homersand 18 runs batted in with a single and moved to home run,~is fourth hom~" 
' "very tight, very controlled and Baylor, who got about second on an error by first of the season. 
system,'and suggests here $1.6 million, is slruggling baseman Ron Fairly. 
still is hope for Canada along at .199 with seven ckey clubs . e  , a . . ~ . a , . .  the  Amateur he SanguJ||en doubled into bottom of the eighth when because it is adapting some homers and 19 runs batted the right-field corner, Pedro Garcia doubled to of the ideas of the Eastern in. European countries. Texas has enjoyed the  scoring Scott, and came lead off the inning and 
best success with its free home himself on Mitchell moved tothirdon asacrifice • v Last year, for the first d up to the pros time, Canadian athletes agents. Smortstop Bert Page's ingle to give the A's bunt. But Gareia was start received proper training, Campaneris, who carried a their sixth rtm. thrown out at the plate 
assistance and coaching, $1.01 million price tag, is Toronto scored in the trying to score on an infield 
' ' she says, although'this was batting .301 and pitcher bottom of the 10th when out. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- intermediate hockey, also disregard for the senior goaltenders on its roster probably the result of the Doyle Alexander, a bargain 
Senior league hockey announced that an team they belonged to," even though it can dress fact that the Olympics were atsomethinglike$955,000is K a m l o o p s  ~/ I i ,  H l~ i ' [ cher  
oferators appeared to take association subcommittee MeKinnon, of Carman, only 17 skaters and two. being field in Canada. off to a 6-1 start with a 2..61 
a slap at their professional was studying a proposed Man., said in an interview, goalies for "games. The One thing that worries her earned-run average. 
brethren Wl~nes~w at t[le~ stan da.rdconlractf~senior "We need the protec,on to addition of two skaters . to i s , , the  increasing in- New ,ork.=Y,~mkees have signed by Jays 
.CanadldIYA~m~St~ ~Bckly* .and inte~nt, diate'~players~ surVive. --It looks like "'we theroster.should guarantee tervention.of poliUcia0s'but not, received grdat returns ' 
'.Aj~ociation a nual meeting, which would bind them to have an axe to grind with a team will have enough she'sees no solution. ~om their two free agents, 
But officials said they their clubs, the pros but many of the players for playoff games. "The Olympics are rid- outfielder Reggie Jackson 
McKinnon said the seniors rules we've taken from our McKinnon told the dled by political situations and pitcher Don Gullett. TORONTO (CP) -- Louis Cardinals in  the 
• more and more. The Jackson, the most ex- really want more contact Toronto Blue Jays an- January free agent selec- 
with the pros. and intermediates want book don't apply any more meeting the change was needed to ensure that the athletes are never involved pensive player in the free nomiced Wednesday the tlons but the seIection was 
The slap ca:me in the form proper relationships with" anyway." cf the removal from the the professionals but until The' senior and in- teams will have enough in the direct decision- agentdraftat$2.gmillion, s si.~ning of pitcher Randy voided because Wiens is a 
handbook of senior and an agreement can be termediate leagues also players for their lineups as making. But it is unrealistic hitting a sluggish .252 with Wiens of Kamloops, B.C., a Canadian and not subject o 
intermediate hockey of all reached, the leagues need agreed to end thepractice they travel across the coun- to think politics and sport six homers and 19 RBIs. He right-hander who spent the the draft. 
rules governing "relations protection from the pros by which clubs advancing try. Many senior and inter- can be separated, was benched because ta 2- last two years at Merced The American League! 
withprofessional squads who will lure away players into national or regional mediate players have "These racial-political for-25 slump last week and Junior College in California. Jays said Wiens will report 
including the one allowing without any contact with the plaYoffs are allowed to add regular jobs that make it problems appear to be has been the centre of unrest Wiens, 6-foot-4 and 190 totheir Utica, N.Y., Class A 
the amateurs five-game amateur club. players from eliminated difficult o travel as much as unavoidable. Ideally, the in the Yankees clubhouse, pounds, was drafted by St. farm club in June. 
~'youts with I~e pros. "We've had reports over teams to strengthen rosters, the playoffs might dictate, government should not be 
Frank McKinnon, CAHA the years of players being Instead, a team will be The increased roster is telling you where and when 
vicepresident for senior and taken with complete allowed 19 skaters and two considered by all as the you can compete but, rea- 
' most effective way to help listically, that is the way it 
IN EUROPEAN SOCCER will always be." make senior hockey com- . peUUve, McKinnon said. One problem for which I 
It has been undergoing a she sees a possible solution I Liverpool takes title mild revival in the last few is .e  rising cost of the ~ " ~ L  years a f te r  pracUeally Games--establish a per- 
dying out as professional manent site, perhaps in e 
ROME (AP) - -  Liverpool, nesday's final, past German goalkeeper hockey expanded.. Athens. ' 
#he English League soccer A crowd of more than Wolfgang Kneib on a pass Gordon Juckes, CAHA 
champmn, won the 80,000 in Olympic Stadium 'from Steve Heighway. executive-director, asked e 
European Cup with a 3-1 saw Liverpool take a 1-0 The Germans tied it u~ six the meeting why it wanted Northm n 
victory over west Ger- lead inthe first half. Terry minutes after the half w~th a to cut all ties with • "~prb'fessional hockey from many's Borussia Moon- McDermott scored in the goal byAllan Simonsen. make It 
chengladbach in Wed-29thminute, flipping the ball But15  mmutes later, 'il~e'liandb0Ok' Therehad '  flxF I 
, " Tommy Smith put Liverpool been no complaints his year Kamloopschiefs back in front with a leaping from any team ab°ut Iookeasy header off acorner kick and professional tampering. 
'Phil Neal converted a Wtithout the five-game The Terrace Northmen 
came away from the Ed- .move to Seattle penalty for Liverpool's tryout rule: "the @ insurance goal seven professional teams will be monton Rugby Feat last 
minutes from the end. able to take anyone they weekend undefeated. - 
KAMI~DOPS,'B.C. (CP)-- but Steinke was unable to Kevin Keegan, Liver- like." In amarked improvement B ~ I  y 'O~ ~# ~ ~O ~1 
Kamloops Chiefs of the move it to Spokane because pool's star striker, was ' But McKinnon, who said 
Western Canada Hockey of objections from the closely watched throughout the change was instigated over last year, when they lost bothgames, the Nor- 
League will move to Seattle Canadian Amateur Hockey the ,match by Borussia by the Ontario Hocl~ey thmen made it look easy, lOT  T~EI~ I III OUT IU I I~T  Iu I I Im~T 
for the 1977-78 season, Association, he said. captain Berti Vogts and Association, said the blanking Edmonton Tigers 
major i ty shareholder- ~ Kamloops will continue to Liverpool had to depend on leagues supported the 7-0 and the Edmonton 
Ephraim Steinke announced have a team in.the Tier Two its midfielders for fast changes because "there Druids 14-3 
tcd1~Ye' financially-troubled British Columbia Junior breaks to create openings, seems to be so many In the first game played 
. Hockey League, with the  It was a foul on Keegan by examples of pros taking Saturday, Vic Couture 
franchise was earlier Kamloops Braves being Vogts that brought the players without any re- scored a try, with AI 
rumored to be moving to renamed the Kamloops penalty which resulted in course to the amateur Westbrook adding ~ field 
goal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  either Spokane or Seattle, Chiefs.. Nears final goal. team." ' Sunda~,'s 14-3 victory saw ':' ........................................................ " 
Neff Fle~schman score three 
.Thewin meant Liverpool "But there is no feeling of 
CUBS BEAT EXPOS 7 3 wouna up with two of the malice towards professional : 1 0% OFF  IF YOU BRING ,i 
" three titles i t  had hoped to hockey. It's just that we tries and Westbrook a :" .' 
CHICAGO (AP) :-- Jerry Montreal starter Dan win this season. The third need some consideration for "convert. • . THIS AD WITH YOU : 
Morales hit a bases-loaded Warthen, 1-2, was a victim was the English Football senior hockey." Derek Shadlock, a player ! .......................................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
double to highlight a four- of his own wildness. He Association Cup which went The meeting also decided and spokesman for the 
run first inning that led walked all four batters he to Manchester United by a 2- to allow the senior teams to Terrace club, said the 239 City Cent re -  K i t imat  . 
Chicago over National M ntreal Culz~ League tOExpos abaseball 7-3 inWin - ~ faced, on~,n. Bobby andMurcer left . after o force putting  won Saturday. . . . . . .  1 score th  over three NoLiverpool club titles has inever last one ~rofessionals. gam  dress te SiXa d re-instated four intermediate former p os  and especially ~h;,d Northmen aggressive them. well, forwards withdefence aPlayed solid ~ P _ _ ~  i ~il" ~" 
I 
I 
b 
format, abandoned this year in the effort to give 
students the chance to enjoy their environment in. 
stead of getting Into yet ,nother rigidly.structured 
program of organized sport. 
The idea behind this is to give kids a chance to relax 
and enloy the unpressured atmosphere where the 
main motivating force differs from the ~sual com. 
petitive necessity to make this team, or that squad, in 
an effort ot be one of the small percentage who make 
it to the top local team or progress to the pr.ofeslorral 
ranks. 
Our main concern is the promotion of lifelong ac- 
tivities. 
When looking at our society today there seems to be 
a re;ictance to let kids be kids and the Terrace Parks 
& Recreation Dept. hopes that this type of camp will 
rk,velop a child's self-image, helping them realise 
:1 at to fit in or be liked they do not have to become 
'super locks" or "super" anything. They lust have to 
learn to "be" and so enjoy their own company, first, 
and thereby the company of other.s around them. This 
is lurn will encourage good citizenship and a 
responsibility ,to others. 
15th of August to the 19th of August, 1977 and the 
second from the 22nd of August to the 26th of August, 
1977. 
Activities during this week will Include Mountain 
Walking, Canoeing, Orienteerlng, Volleyball, 
Recreational Swimming and various low key games, 
such as one.on.one basketball, flve.a.side soccer and 
conditioning drills. All in an effort to Increase the 
student's awareness of the varied methods of free 
enioyment and further enforce the fact that you do not 
need expensive equipment and high.priced facilities 
to benefit from active recreation. 
Registration for the Outdoors Sport Camp will be 
held at the Terrace Recreation Office from July lath 
to August 5th, 1977. Therewlll be a limit of 20 students 
each week so it will be first come, first served. 
Applications will be accepted from the surrounding 
area. Costs at the time of writing have not been 
finalized - more Information on that later. 
Age restrictions are between 12 and 14 years of age. 
Any enquiries, please phone Roger Dufty at the 
Recreation Office In Terrace 638.1174 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m.. 12:30 p.m. and h30 pm.m. 4:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
win his agreement. "We' 
have done everything we 
can short of cutting them out 
entirely," Myers said. 
The 17 Projects for which 
financing was 'provided 
were: ~ ' 
' Applngate Lake, Ore.; the 
Atachafa River and Bayous 
Chene Boueff 'and Black, 
La.; Bayou Bodcau, La,; 
Cache Basin, Ark.; 
Hillsdale Lake, Kansas; 
LnFarge Lake, Wis.; Luk- 
rata Lake, Okla.; Meramac 
Park Lake, Mo.; Richard B. 
Russell Dam and Lake in 
Georgia and South 
Carolina; 
Tallahala Creek Lake, 
Miss.; Yatesville Lake, 
Ken.; Columbia Dam, 
Tenn.; Fruitland Mesa, 
Colo.; Savery,Pot Hook, 
Colorado and Wyoming; 
Auburn Dam, Calif.; Oaha 
Unit, S.D.; Central Arizona 
Project, Ariz. 
that we are going to stick 
with him regardless of bow 
rough it is?' 
H-e thought of Owen as 
"being something of a new 
breed of Britisher." 
"I hope he is not trapped 
• by thai old colonial men- 
tality. I think it is very 
strong throughout the 
island." ' 
Everyone, himself in- 
duded~ is racist, Young 
said, because that is a 
heritage of all who were 
born In this century. But 
"the worst racists in the 
world are. the Russians, 
because they haven't had 
any ~ experience" ih 
resolving such problems. 
He said the Swedes have 
an ideology" that makes 
them humanitaria.~ and 
liberal, but in the crunch 
blacks in Sweden , are 
treated much like blacks in 
New York City. 
period to help Botswana 
• meet its economic needs and 
safeguard its borders from 
attack from neighboring 
Rhedesia. 
Botswana, the former 
British protectorate of 
Bechuanaland, complained 
to the Security Council in 
• January that its borders had 
come under attack by 
Rbodesian troops. 
The fot-emost duty is to. 
seek an early transfer of 
power in Rhodesia to the 
black majority, Barton said 
and called for support for 
British efforts to break the 
deadlock between the white 
rulers and Rhodesia's black 
leaders. 
• "It seems to us that the 
success • of impending 
negotiations i the principal 
element in a long-term 
guarantee of Botswana's 
territorial integrity and 
economic wellbeing." 
plea for economic 
assistance from Lesotho, 
the former British' depen- 
dency of Basutoland which 
become independent in 1966 
and is surrounded by South 
Africa. 
Barton said Canada 
supports the council's ef- 
forts to overcome the 
serious economic diffl-~ 
colties facing the small 
African state. 
Canadian economic 
assistance toLesotho for the 
1978-83 period is being In- 
creased to $30 million ~rom 
$22.6 million. Of the total, 
$17 miliion is to assist 
Lesotho to build a road 
through the mountains in 
the southern part of the 
country. 
Canada lso is continuing 
to assist Lesotho in the 
development of its 
agricultural, mining and 
secondary !ndustrles. 
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1. Coming Events 
'Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m, at the 
' l(~0x UnlfiKl ChurCh Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
. 1. Coming Events 
Parents' 
In Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's mlserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidentlah Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419/or Jane . 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetlmjs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further" Information phone 635- 
3442. 
B.C. Heart " Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Garage Sale. saturday May 
2.$th, 2716 Clark Rd., Thornhiih 
10 am to 6 pm (I)-16,18) 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club .14" Business Personal 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
be In room 4, Caledon'~a High jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Scho0~. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
ohene 635.7356.• (ctf) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcerne from 
Terrace and Thornhllh 
LoyaiOrder of Noose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
I~eld every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY 
Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXlT 
• Anywhere, anytime 
Smell motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635.4602 
Evenings. 635.4565 days. (df) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Lnw Rates 
No lob too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. • 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
TERRACE 635-6357 
14. Business Personal  33. For Sale . Misc. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrlca~ Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5876 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
TAXI  DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and  police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (ctf. 
Needed Immediately: 3 sales 
representatives for Terrace, 
KItimat and Prince Rupert 
area. Femaleor male. Full time 
or pa~rt time. Age is no barrier 
Apply at 4719 Lakelse Ave. (n 
Terrace, B.C. (cj7) 
KILGREN EXCAVATING • 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfill ing, stump 
• removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.311~;. Ask for Wayne. 
(cff) 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANT E D 
Bulldozing, basement digging. 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rata-tilling, post hole digging. 
phone 
63S-67S2 
(ctf) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
For Sale: 1975 CB Honda 500 
Twin. Excellent running' con- 
dition with saddle bags, front 
cr.ash bar and luggage rack. 
Only 3400 miles. $1,400 firm. 
Phone after 5 p.m. 635-7675. 
• (p17) 
SELL ING 
• Hay - -  S t raw 
Western 8, 
Engl ish Tack  
Grooming Equ ipment  
635-5617 
(df 
I 
Prlce Skeena Forest Products ' 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m, X. 
marked - $20 per 1000 lad.. it; 
Economy. ~ per 1000 bd. ft. 
((;ft) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture'Stall 
635-3202 
Torraoe.. 
Equipment 
Sales Ltd, 
SALES 
SERVICE 
PARTS 
636-6384 
4639 Greig Ave 
Terraee  
DLN 01249A 
For Sale: one diamond 
engagement and wedding band 
set. New. Have wriffen ap- 
praisal. Open to offers. Phone 
KITIMAT 632"5706 
48. Suites for Rent 
For Rent:,, duplex on bench. 
Large, 3 bedrooms, fenced. 
Phone 635.7987 evenings. (df) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom duplex. 
Very close to town on, qulet 
street. "Available June 15. 
R(~ferencos required. No dogs. 
Phone 635-7083. (c18) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4458 Little Avenue. 
Sleeplng rooms, housekeeplnc 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only.. 
Phone 635-6611. (cff) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
block from schools, S minute 
walk from towr~. Suitable for 
families. $250 Ger month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108, 
4530 .... ..Scott. '" . (~"ff):.. 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-70.56 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. "Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carl)el, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with.- 
security • enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex• 
.with full basement and, 
fireplace. In town. Phone 635- 
5213. (ctf) 
I 
Suites !or Rent 
49. Homes for Sale 
I 
For Sale: Beautiful og house 
on V= acre lot at Lakelse Lake. 
Includes propane stove, frldge, 
fireplace and more. Serious 
inquiries only. Contact A.lS 
Skeena Volley Trailer Park (p- 
19) 
51. Business Locat ions 
For Rent: Ground floor com. 
mercia! or office space. 4646 
Lakels,e. Phone 635.4925. (ctf)' 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
•635-4636 
"Manager 
(ctf) 
__.::....:~. ,. :...~. r 
52. W,~nte'd to Rent 
I 
57. Automobi les  58. Mob i le  Homes 
I 
1974 Dodge Mona'co. 33,000 Repossession for sale: 1972 
miles. 2 spare rims with tires Elmonte 3 bdrm. mobile home. 
plus one new tire. A-1 condition. 12'x68'. Inexpensive unit In need 
Phone 635.5008. (c.18) of repairs. Phone 635.6391. 
(c19) 
"For Sale: 1955 Wlllys 4x4 v~ ton 
p.u. Not running, but Otherwise 
in good shape. Best offer. Call 
635-6642. (p18) 
1971 Flreblrd. Formula 400. 
Good condition. Must sell. Best 
reasonable offer. Phone 632.3970 
after 5 pro. (p-18) 
For Sale: 19.3,1 Ford Coupe 
with or without 302 VS; 1938 
Dodge 2 door sedan resto/-able - 
$300,00. Phons 635.7707. (p-18) 
1974 
Malibu'Classlc 
Retirement home on Van. 
couver Island. Year old, fully 
furnished. 12x68 .Glen River 
home. Set up. Beautifully 
landscaped. Park. C~Jrtenay. 
'Will remodel to suit. Cypress 
homes. Phone604.:~18.6716. (p- 
17) 
For Sale: 10x50 2 bedroom 
trailer. Fully furnished with 
washer and dryer. Phone after 4 
pro. 635-6759. (I)-19) 
For Sale, trailer 12x58. New 
furniture, washer and dryer. 
. Joey .Shack with outside shed. 
Excellent condltlen - S.~.,000.;:: AskS  $6'O00"'Ph r°~e 635-302h 
" "  .mil~, .Radial, tl.m, :P...:~.olF+~;Xo'..'~l~, 3889 Moiler: ' (i~..III)' . 
• ":' . . . . . .  Wheel"" covera; ' clel~le head" "" ' . . . . .  
WANTED 
4 bedroom furnished or semi 
furnished house out-of.town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at 
635.6357 after 2 .p.m. (sff) 
'Naturalist requires cabin 
near park for. summer. Phone 
(604) 650.5850 collect or write 
District Superintendent, 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park.' 
(c.2) 
aS. P roper ty  for  Sale 
Large lot for rent in Thornhill, 
set up for parking trailer. Also 
Joey Shack.for sale. Phone 635. 
3685. (p.17) 
Nicely treed city lots for sale 
in fully serviced subdivision, 
lights. For Sale: 1975 12x63 Lemonte 
Phone mobile home. Furnished or 
635.9582 unfurnished. Phone 635-5817. 
(ctf) (cff) 
Car for Sale: 1969 EI.Camlno 
S.S., 327.350 HP. 4.speed pesl- 
trec; Immaculate condition. 
Spatially car. Phone 632.6374. 
(p-19) ' 
Used School Buses. Capacity 
33 to 45 passengers. 1960 to 1967 
GMC and Ford. Used recently 
on regular school runs. Make 
good mctorhomes. Courtenay. 
338.$426. (p.17) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1975 Lionel Hardtop Tent 
Trailer. Stove, Icebox, war- 
drobe, Sleeps 6 - New condition, 
4918 Scott Ave, 635-2052. (p l )  
For •sale: Hard Top tent 
trailer. Fully equlped, and a 
campereffe for a V~ or :~ ton 
pick-up. Phone 635.3604. (P. 
17,18,20,1 ) 
1972Mazda 18004dr Sedan In For sale: 10' camper. 
excellent condition. Standard Coleman Icebox and three 
shift. $|850. Phone 635.5412 (p. burner, propane stove. ~eps  
18) five. $8SO.00 or best offer, teens 
635-3152. View at 4017 Yes. (13- 
CLUB 
Meat.every Tuesday night at S 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
mol'e'iinformatlon phone 635- 
28~/ or635-3023. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month.." {l~i+,,---,+,,j. ~;~:+,;,~|i ,;, ;p+i~1,~ 
, , ,+  , , j  . . . . .  L~. . r~ f -~4r , . .  
i . ALCOHOLICS 
' ' ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs.," Saturday. 
Phone 
' ~ .... 638-1021 
/ 635-7423 
:+" Minus One 
Social Club Dance 
A dance will be held~ at the 
Sandman Inn Banquet room. All 
singles, separated, divorced 
end widowed people over 21, are 
mvltnd. .i 
Dote: may 2eth 
Tlme: 8:30 pm 
Refreshments: Coffee and 
sandwiches will be served. (p. 
18) 
To compliment Logger's 
Sports Day the Thornhlll Fire 
Dept. and the Community 
Canter Club are sponsoring two 
evenings of enjoyment. 
saturday, May 2Mh, there will 
be a Dine and Dance at the 
Community Center. Dining at 7 
pm ahd Dancing at 9 pm until 2 
am with ~usic by Jim' Piper 
and the Country Roadrunners. 
Tickets on sale at Jim's tackle 
Shop, HuII's Groce~:ies, Apex 
Redand White, Terrace Esso 
Service and also at the door. 
Any questions call 635.5908. 
Sunday, May 29th, from 3 pm 
until 10pm there will be a 
Logger's Saloon Day, again at 
the Community Center with 
continuous live music by local 
talent. Come and quench your 
thirst end dance your feet'off. 
Bookings for use of the 
"Community Center can be made 
by calling either 5.5597 or 5-3467. t 
(10) 
i l , . t l  
~ _ , 635-3703 after 5 pm. (c-2) K e y s t 0 n e C 0 u r t 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 1975 Honda XR7Scc good Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
Refrlgerative Contracti~g and " condition plus accessories, Flowering almonds, flowering 
household repairs. Phone 638- Helm'ut, tools, Maintenance crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, .)-4611 SCOtt. One, two 
5876or 638.1231. (clf) books. Asking 5400.$450. Phone fruit trees & berry bushes, a znd three bedroom 
, j 632.2049, ask for Danny (p-20) broad selection of flowering & ]partments. 
J ornamental trees, shrubs & 
ANDRE'sN°W Open I For sale: 250 Yamaha. YZ. evergreens parflcularlysuited 635-5224 
ENTERPRISES LTD. J Phone 635.$491. (I)-18) for our northern climate. 
- -  UPLANDS NURSER~ t 
R V. Par ts  & Auto  l i i  , wherey,oy,j/~)p~/~T.l~i~klqu~,,, j ~m.;.~.,+,,., , .>. . ,  . . . .  
Pa~'s;, ./:' ' .  of Nature :mr .-your- .11~.s:,.| .",  
Corner of Hal,'well & Kalum' I I G l ln ton  -manor:-! 
Amer ican  and Import  ' Lake Drive in Terrace. Open I I,Furnlshedstudioor lbedro0m' 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Men. to Sat. I I '  .. . - -  
%..w,  , , . .  o- , j  .8.m  Phone 638-1710 " ~ s 635.26 3 / laparTments. ,none 
t • . or L=,==. I 635-432, . Will remove old cars from ~' Ja l~  A ~ ~  yards for disposal. Reasonable uthorlzed Dealer For: 37. Pets " d f  For sale - well-trained saddle 
rate. Contact Dingle dan's " horse. ~,'4 Arabian. Phone 635- 
Towing. 635.2948. (p-20) JW Authorized 6682. (p-17) For Rent: 3 bedroom fully 
Sales & Service ~ Horse for sale. Suitable for 
Webb Refrigeration child. Phone 630-1277. (c-10) basement, carport, frldge and 
furnished trailer, carpets - $225 
per month. , 2.bedroom house. 
4623 SOUCI E 635-2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, DryerS, 
And Rangds 
(Ctf) 
- i 
• FOR RENT 
Thornhill Community Centre 
Is available for dances, 
bingos, private parties, etc: 
Phone 635-5597 
or 635-3467 
(ctfw) 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or phone 
• 635-3689 
Terrace,  B.C. 
[ctf) 
WREN STREET 
One and a half storey home 
with carport. Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kitchen built in the dormer. 
Large back ~ard backs onto 
playground. Frldge and stove 
Included up and down. 
$38,900.00" 
REALTY  LTD.  
Phone: 632-6185 
36 GWYN STREET 
Seven year old three bedroom 
home, backing onto park and 
playground. Large living 
room with fireplace. 
Basement partly finished. 
S52,000.00 
DROP IN  FOR A 'FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C iTY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2815 
632-3668 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay '632.6692 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632.6092 
R.E. (Ed) Scalfe 
635.6384 4539GreigTerrace 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
Top quality alfalpha, cloverand 
timothy mixture in barn. $70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. (cff) 
BARGAINS BARGAINS 
Pets for Salei 1 registered % 
Arabian mare, 4 years old, 15 
hands high, chestnut colour, In 
training at present for English 
and Western riding. 
1 year old, x/e Appaloosa filly, 
nice, disposition, reasonable 
price to good home. Phone 635- 
5688. (p-l) 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
BARGAINS 
One 1966 School bus 36 
passenger, $2,500; One 19 ft boat 
wlth V.W. Inboard outboard, 
$3,500; Go Jo Bush Buggy and 
llke.new Sklroule for SI000, or 
$600 each; One 1970 In- 
ternatlonal Scout wlth blade, 
$2,500; Tent trailer, ~00. 
For any or all of the above 
contact Don - Days 635-2400or 
Nights 635.6937. 
For Sale: ! Charolals Bull, % 
French, S years old, good 
calving record. Phone 849.5404, 
R. Perry, Kltwenga. (.p-19) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635.4636. ctf 
For Sale: Hoover washer spin 
dryer and Hoover dryer, $175. 
Cascade hot water tank used 
only I year $75. Phone 635.4615 
after 4 pm. (c-17) 
For some real bargains In used 
women's and children's 
clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kitimat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at Rlverlodge. 
Open 9 ' to 4 week- 
days...donations welcomed. 
(ctf) 
SIngei" sewing machine with 
cabinet. Excellent condition. 
Phone 635.5469. (p.lS) 
:FOr Sale: spruce logs suitable 
fnr log houses. 635-2603. (ctf) 
For Sale: Washer spin dryer 
and small portable dryer. Call 
63.5.2591 after 6 pro. (p2) 
s.:~.'¢/anted to buy: iackplne logs. 
." ,:.Phone~.635-2603. (cffl 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mert. 
cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1
year old. 92 hours. Call 635.6636. 
(ctf 
36' Steel.Hull cutter-rigging 
model 36 Horizon Sailboat. Ship 
yard built. Teakwood Interior. 
Deisel auxiliary power. Almost 
new. Must sell. Will deliver. 
Sacrifice $46,500. Private offer. 
112.467-1937, (p-17) 
41. Mach inery  for Sale 
John Deere 2010 Diesel 
Crawler. Excellent condition. 
635-5072. (c.18) 
47. Homes for Rent 
unfurnished 2.bedroom house 
for rent for small family. Must 
be employed. No heavy 
drinkers. References required. 
Phone 635-3684, 7:30 pm. (p-16) 
• 4.bedroom house out of town 
on one acre of land, $250 per 
month. Phone 638.1233. (p.18) 
For Rent 3 bedroom fourplex 
on 2304 Pear st. Has basement 
and wail to wall carpeting 
• throughout. Phone 635.5941. (p. 
18) 
Home for Rent: furnished, 
two bedroom, small, 91der typ~ 
home In town. $200 Month. 
Available Junk 1'. Phone 635- 
2680. (p-18) 
stove, carpets - S175 per month. 
Phone 635.2482. To view apply at 
3347 Kofoed. (p.18) 
For Rent 2 bedrrom suite. 
Fridge and stove Included. No 
pets. Available In June. 635. 
3216. (p-lS) 
For Rent: 3-bedroom 
basement suite. 4811 Pohle. 
Fridge and stove and dining 
table Included. Separate en- 
trance. Available June 1. Phone 
635.3292. (p.1) 
49. Homes for Sa le  
L 
t ini ly h()me on one acre on 
Bench boasts 180(I sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f l r .eplace,  landscapl.ng, 
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. cff 
Home for sale: furnished 
mobile home on treed lot with 
river frontage and paved street. 
Phone 635.7709. (p-17,18) 
Family home on One acre on 
bench beasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (cff) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split-level, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home. 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112.562.6651 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on 1/2 acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fr,"* trees. Open tol 
alJ rease r . offers. Call 63S. 
3271 ~ ~en 7 and 10 p..m. and 
,. ~nds. (stf) 
Courtenay B.C. Where fishing 
and skiing are at your door. 
From $11,500.00. Phone coiled 
339.2144. (p.17) 
Poor Health sale: 480 acre 
hay and cattle ranch. 3 bedroom 
home. All conveniences. Barn, 
corrals, streams, terrific ac. 
cess, S]B5,O0.00. ,Terms. BOX 413, 
• *.Telkwa; B.C. V0J 2X0 .  (p.17) 
56. Business Oppor tun i ty  
For :~ale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced to sell.. 
.Phone 635.9471. (stf) 
Commercial refrldgeratlon 
business in Revelstoke B.C. No 
property Involved, lust stock on 
hand. Contact J.F. McRae. 837. 
4093 or ~r i te Box 1005, 
Revelstoke B.C. (I)-17) 
Business for sale in Terrace. 
$1S,000 area. Total Investment. 
Write Box 1158, this paper. (c- 
18) 
Expansion planned for 
Granisle, B.C. Shopping Centre. 
Lease premises suitable for: 1. 
Junior Dept. Store. 2. Hardware 
& Sporting Goods. Apply Box 
1155, this newspaper or phone 
1973 Ford cre~ cab. 1973 Ford 18) 
3 ton pick-up, I970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick-up. Call 635- For sale 12x68 Atco Velmont 
or view at 2609 skeena St. mob!Is Home. Phone 635.9046 
(ctf). after 4 pm. (c-2) 
1973 Mazda 4 door sedan. Low 
mileage. Good conditon. TO. ¢01m¢il br ie fs  
view. 635.3876. (p-18) 
, Alderman Vic Jolll~e was. 
.... 1971 Vega...3, s,~,. d stenda.rd. ::suc(~s"t'~! in'~4si~oflon 1o ~-: 
• 47,0oo rniies, "s11~. ~one ~.  , request the Ministry of 
3433. {p.20) Highways in Victoria place 
a sign near the Skeena 
Bridge with a .list of the For sale: 1973 Chev Caprice Wagon. 32,000 miles. One 
owner. 454 CID engine, PS, PB, 
Th400 auto trans. Trailer towing 
pkge. Phone 635-3898 after 6 pm 
(p19) 
1974 GMC Van, PS, PB 350. 
Call 635.2591 after 6 (p.2) 
I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE  
19(,4 Mercury 750 Tandem 
dump truck in good runn, ing 
condition. 
635-7838 q 
df 
For Sale: 1968 InTernational'1/2 
commercial  hotels and 
motels in Terrace, He also 
wants a sign indicating the 
direction to Terrace at.  
Cedarvale where the nor- 
thern highways route 
begins. - - - -o - - -  
A letter will be written to 
the B.C. Yellowhead 16 
Travel Association from the 
Ter race  munie ipa l i ty  
asking that the headoffiee 
be located in Terrace. 
The office is presently in 
Prince George which is part 
of the Fraser-Fort George 
]Regional District which no 
longer supports the 
association. 
-.-..-.o-.- 
392.7752for further informal on. ton. V-8 automatic. Phone 635- Acting mayor, Jacob 
(c2,12,1) 33Y8. Ctf Talstra, received counciPs 
.. -. ' "+ .support when he asked to 
• FORSALE . " ' "  Consign your.~ar, truck o r '  ~ve  the motion tabled unt~ 
Waller. Let a professional sell it 
BYTENDER the .ext  council meot lng,  
ASSETS OF DEASE for you.copper Mountain pending a feasibil ity report. 
DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
Real estate-and chattels 
situated in  Deaso Lake, B.C. 
formerly operated as the 
"Dease Inn". 
Sale Is under direction of R.E. 
Jamison as receiver.manager 
and Is subject to approval of the 
courts. 
For further Information contact 
Warren Burgess or Red Cousins 
at Federal Business 
Development Bank, Terrace 
635.4951. (c.16,17,18,1,2,3.) 
67. Snowmobi les  
For Sale: 1975 Arctic Cat 440 
Cheetah. All guages. Im; 
maGulate condition with 
homemade double snowmobile 
trailer. $1500. Ross AM.FM.8 
track stereo with speakers. 
S150. Travel Scoop $40. Phone 
635-5647. (p.19) 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 197S Sierra G~ande 
Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drive: 
Complete with 800 lb. warn' 
winch and roof rack. Phone 635. 
7987 evenings. (ctf) 
1974 Bobcat. Standard tran. 
emission, radial tires. S2,000." 
Phone 635-3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. S800. (cft) 
1968 International Scout S00, 2 
wheel drive. 4918 Scoff Avenue, 
Phone 635-2052. (p.I) 
• Enterprises Ltd. 
DL 0060SA ctf ' 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
TRAILER 
AND LOT 
---.-O-.--- 
Alderman Dave Maroney 
was successful in getting 
action on sending 
representatives from the 
municipality to the Royal 
Commission on the B.C. 
FOR SALE ]Railway from 3une 20-21. 
1972 three bedroom Capewoocl Maroney  suggested the 
set up and skirted on 75x200 ]Regional D is t r ic t  of 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In- IQtimat-Stikine would also 
sulated nnd wired. Make an' be making repRsentstion. 
offer I Phone 635.4454 after 6. sff 
Carpetsheen of Canada L imi ted  
Rug & Upholstery Cleaners 
Franchise Div is ion 
Suite B .  810 Mar t in  Ave. 
Ke lowna,  B.C. V1Y 6V3 
Man or woman any age reliable, honest and willing to work: 
to become financially independent and own your very own 
profitable business. 
Once in a lifetime opportunity knocking at your door. This 
could be the big, big break you have been leaking for. Are you 
in the same position as thousands of other people are. 
Wondering if they will be laid off tomorrow -- the feeling of 
insecurity wondering when the next pay check will come. A 
small investment with super returns. . 
We will guide and train you step by step in your own area into 
your very own business. 
Your area is now open for a Carpetsheen Dealership Fran- 
chise- 100 percent Canadian owned company operating in S4 
countries around the world. 
(First we give you the opportunity, secondly you make the 
decision. 
For further Information write to the above address. 
j , '  
i 
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105 HELD HOSTAGE 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
SEPARATE QUEBEC 
SAYS MACDONALD 
Children chant: "We want to live" WELL--OILED STATE? Tories toblame 
DE PUNT, The 
Netherlands (CP) -- South' 
Moluccan gunmen aboard a 
hijacked train Wednesday 
paraded outside the train 
two of their 55 hostages--a 
man and woman-- 
blindfolded and with ropes 
around their necks. 
A Dutch justice ministry 
spokesman atnearby Amen 
said the two hostages--clad 
in white--were put outside 
the train late in the evening 
and made to stand there for 
45 minutes. 
The move came as 
another group of South 
Moluccana continued to hold 
105 children and six 
teachers in a school a few 
miles away. 
The South Moluccana re 
demanding the release of 21 
colleagues and a Boeing 747 
jet aircraft o fly them out of 
the country. 
The spokesman said the 
end of the rope to which the 
man and woman were tied 
was held inside the train 
through closed doors. 
Five minutes after they 
were allowed back on the 
train, the gunmen repeated 
the operation, this time with 
a man. 
Blindfolded and with a 
rope around his neck, he 
was made to stand for 
almost an hour outside the 
train. Later, he was allowed 
aboard again. 
"We think the South 
Moluccans on the train feel 
obliged to.show a token of 
their power over the 
passengers and to make it 
clear They are capable of 
doing with them whatever 
they want," the spokesman 
said. She added that when 
the authorities tried to seek 
clarification over a field 
telephone lipk with the 
train, the South Moluecans 
hung up without replying. 
Premier Joop den Uyi and 
Foreign Minister Max van 
der Stocl hurried to the 
justice ministry earlier 
Wednesday apparenti~ f.o.r a 
meeting aiming at aeaung 
with the gurimen. 
"The situation is still 
touch and go," a justice 
ministry official said_ of 
telephone negotiations. "t~vo 
government psychiatrists 
are acting as as inter- 
mediaries. 
The telephone talks were 
initiated by terrorist leaders 
on the hijacked train, of- 
ficials said. The two groups 
of ~unmen were linked to 
eac~ other by a special 
telephone hookup that 
authorities pledged would 
not he monitored. 
OTTAWA S TUD YING 
PLUTONIUM PLANT 
" OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
federal government is 
studying the possibility of a 
plutonium extraction plant 
|or use in preparing fuel for 
nuclear reactors but has 
made no decision on the 
proposals, a spokesman for 
Energy Minister Alastair 
Gillespie said Wednesday. 
Atomic Energy Of Canada 
Ltd., the federal nuclear- 
~omoting agency, says the 
ghiyradieactive 
plutonium might be ex- 
tracted from the used fuel 
rods taken from Canadian- 
designed nuclear re a...ctors. 
The plutonium can men ne 
used to treat thorium, 
making it suitable for use as 
a reactor fuel. 
AECL has been pushing 
for  development of a 
thorium cycle, saying the 
country has much more 
thorium available than its 
reserves of uranium, now 
used to fuel the reactors. 
Experts from AECL 
briefed federal energy of- 
ficials on propassls for a $1.5 
billion recycling plant in 
February. 
But Energy Minister 
Alastair Gillespie said last 
week the government has 
made no decision on the 
pro als. 
'~  likely to be linked 
with any recyeling plant is 
an underground storage 
area for nuclear wastes. 
Currently, ~ spent fuel rods 
are stored m water-filled 
bays at the reactors but 
scientists say that even- 
tually additional storage 
areas will be needed. 
~,ECL is looking at 
proposals to enclose the 
radioactive material in 
ass and to store it in un- 
rground caverns. It may 
take more than ~0,000 years 
for plutonium, used in bomb 
manufacturing, to lose its 
radioactivity. 
•;:•:;:;•••;••••..;•••;•••;:•:••.:....:.•.•::.....`:::.::•:•:::•::::..:::::•:::::5:•::5:::;:;:::•..;:•:•::5:::•:::;:•:;..•:;••••:•••:;••f.:.•••;•;• 
A T THIS TIME 
The gunmen want in- 
dependence for their Pacific 
island homeland from In- 
donesia, a former Dutch 
colony. They had threatened 
to start shooting hostages if
the government d id  not 
agree by 2 p.m. local time (8 
a.m. EDT) Wednesday to 
free countrymen jailed after 
a similar terrorist action 
two years ago and fly them 
all out of the country. 
The deadline passed 
without incident. 
Twe hours before the 
deadline, several captive 
ehildren at the school were 
herded in front of classroom 
windows and chanted, "We 
want to stay alive, van 
Agt!" It was an appeal 
the chief government 
strategist dealing with the 
hostage situation, Justice 
Minister Andrtes van Agt. n 
The Asian militants eized 
the school and train in 
imu l taneous  s t r i kes  
Monday morning. 
under the Indian Act. 
However, Justice Minister 
Run Basford said 
Parliament will not tolerate they marry nonIndian men. 
the discriminatory practice Indian men do not lose their 
much longer, status if they marry white 
Basford made the corn- women. 
Besford said that if the ment during debate in the 
Commons justice corn- discrimination were made 
mittee where Liberal and illegal by the human rights 
Progressive Conservative law, it would be seen as a 
Chretien denies tilt 
towards Arab's slant 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  Trade discrimination against 
Minister Jean Chretien said canadian citizens who want 
Wednesday that canada,s to do business anyw.here in 
policy on the Arab trade the world. 
boycott of Israel has not Some Arab nations 
created any friction ,or him blacklist firms who trade 
on his current mission to the with Israel or who have 
Middle East. Jewish directors or 
Chretien, speaking from management. 
Tel Aviv, where he is at- Thetwo deals signed by 
tending meetings of a joint businessmen in Riyadh will 
I s rae l -Canada t rade involve SNC Ltd. of Mon- 
commission, said neither treal, which will head a 
bfficlals in Saudi Arabia nor Canadian consortium to 
his current hosts have reac- produce and transmit 
ted unfavorably to Canada's electric power to villages in 
desire to trade with both northwestern Saudi Arabia, 
The gunmen are member.s MONTREAL (CP) -  If crude oil, consequently ~.  
of a 4O,0O0-strong ~outn _Quebec decides to sel~ra~ limiting the competitive I I  Moluccan immigrant  from the rest of Canaaa, it edgeQue~e manufacturers 
community in the will lose federal petroleum now may nave over some OTTAWA iCP) - -  The 
Netherlands. Government benefits of. almost $700 export markets, heeaid. Progressive Con~rvatives 
officials told the terrorists million annually, the "We are convinced that took advantage ot a tom- 
they would not discuss any chairman of Gulf Oil the legitimate aspirations of mona debate on in- 
dealsuntil the children were Canada said Wednesday. Quebecern can be achieved ternationally-accepted 
freed. C.D. Shepard told the and aceommodated within changes to the Internatienal 
Fourteen of the South Montreal Society of the Canadian eon- Monetary Fund Wednesnay 
Moluccans the terrorists Financial Analysts that the federation," Shepard said. to rap the government's 
want released are serving federaisubsidies--almost $2 He added that Gulf Off economic performance. 
terms for a similar double millinndafly--couldoniybo Canada, With 2,300 era- But Finance Minister 
terrorist strikein 1975, when offset by price increases of ployees and a gross in- Donald Macdonald was 
they demanded that the at least nine eenta a gallon vestment of about $270 more than willing to turn the 
Dutch government help on all petroleum products, million in Quebec, has no in- tables on them and blame 
them win independence • Shepard ~id the federal tention of leaving the some of the country's dif- 
from Indonesia for their government s national one- province "so long an we fleulties• on the last Con- 
homeland. The seven others price pulley provides have'he prospect of earning servative government, 
were convieted ofplotting to ,  Quebec with 250,000 barrels a reasonable r turn on our which left office in 1963. 
kidnap Queen Juliana. a day of western canada oil investments here." The bill, which accepts a
The South Moluccas, a and 330,000 barrels a day of Aleo high on his list of eon- decision by the IMF to 
cluster of islands ~00 miles imported oil at an average cerns is the level of taxes reduee reliance on gold 
south of the Philippines, was priee of $10.75 per barre~, and royalties on petroleum holdingsas a determinant of
once part of the Dutch.E..ast products, which Shepard the value of national 
Indies colony, along wire me Without h~ benefits of the said jeopardize the federal currencies, was approved in 
rest of Indonesia. The Dut0h federal program the government's objective of prinoiple by MPs and re- 
have said repeatedly they province might have to pay achieving self-reliance by ferred to detailed study in 
cannot help the South Mo- $14.50a bar/el for imported 1985. committee. 
luecaus. .... ........... ~..-.~.:.:..-.: . . ........ : : . . . . . .~ ; : . z ; :~  Bill Kemp]lag (PC-- ...;.~-;-~,.;;;;~.;;.'~.%;;,;..'.....~.;.;.;...;.~'~'~'. • • • . .  • • • . .  • * .  • • ....................-....*........,... • • • • 
for ,scal woes 
HaltonWentworth) said the 
same people.-the govern- 
ment-who wanted quick 
passage o~ the bill were also 
those who were responsible 
for the worst unem- 
o~ment, inflation, deficit 
nternational payments 
and lowest productivity in 
the country's history. . .  
On top of that, sam 
Kempling, the gbvernment 
had no energy policy and no 
over-ell industrial strategy. 
Kempling .sai~ inflatinn 
had been sapping the 
eotmtry'f growth and deficit 
financing had mortgaged its 
future. 
Canadian industry was 
uncertain .about the future 
because businessmen were 
not sure what positions the 
~overnment was taking in 
international tar i f f 'and 
trade (GATT) talks in 
Geneva, he added. 
But Macdonald said the 
Canadian committee on 
CENSORSHIP CASE tariffs and trade had kept in el~e contact with business 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ,---~-,- -m' - -ed the film by the Halifax cause they didn't like the retorted thatitwas too bad 
• censor Doar f l  Dnu~m ~. ,u :uu ,um u v .ax  giving me . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-^~--'" ~ Nov- board and tried to appeal political views of the per- some Conservatives were so 
these  Dowers  was  oeyonu to uriSu~ uu  ~smu us a , , ._  , , _ . ,~._  , _  , I ._  -x ,  o ¢,.,- ,~,,~ "-  otia mc wLm~ ~ ,,© s~.o . . . . . . . .  poorly informed that they the constitution of the Nova Sc . ' " ' tu~ . cabinet. His attempts were He also urged the court could not give guidance to 
Sc°~.ti~le~l~s~aMl~ ~1~,oo1~ mD . The federal . justice - rebuffed on the ground that not to give . an), en- businessmen. 
:.-© p? . , ,~-  --v,.-.~- _--;- ~paruneat jomea tureen he had no leaal standing in couragement m unvmg me Macdonald also aimed at 
..ruung~me~upre~eat~Un~r~ ' with lawyers for. e~.~r- the ease. About a year later federal government es- Sinclair Stevens, the Con- 
~ter  two cmy~ m ~ ,~,  reporter uerara McNe,, the Supreme Court ruled he tablish censor boards if it zervative finance critic, who 
me cou_.rt, reserveu Its former editor of the Dart- did have standinsE and the found such boards could.n.'t said Tuesday that a step 
deisiou we~nasnay m~,th I~ R Free Press  - -  Because a consiitutional ..:---:., : . . - . ,  - . . .  . case  went directly to the be set up under provine|al away from the gold system 
. . . . .  waD xwsc raisea me ~ssue. N S appeal court law. would decrease restraintsy 
nt was rsmea as to me " ' " pm - " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  Ot tawa Robert Murrant of Hugh Macintosh, ap- on the government. Gold er o~ censor nearas, ~cl~eu, now m, pew . " n Halifax, who argued for ring for Prince Edward holdings have always forced 
ebee Ontarm Prince reporter wsth The Ca.nadia. , tS..XT,~, ;.. ,ho ~ . . . . . .  ~a~l,a atso=~t~: ,d  that  T.nat Qu , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . .  , - -~ .  . . . . . . . . .  a degree of flnaneial~tlls- 
Edward Island, Alberta and Press, protested the oan ox Court.said that commercial. Tango m~ght have been cipline on countries, said 
• motion pictures are an hemied in Halifax because Stevens. 
sa  _ L _ . . . . . . .  JLL- A£ J I .  element nffrsesneech, free the board wanted to anSU~v Stevensalsocriticlzedtbe 
IV IV~T~.r ln l JS  ([l lt press, freedom c| assembly movie patrons of a. varie.y, central bank, the .Hank of 
, ,  . . /  v ,~r  . . . . .  and freedom of exnresslon ot movie rare. ~te sam canada, for increasing the 
. - -  . ~d  ar--e entitled ~o legal ownernof theatres might he money supply. 
L-- I . . - - - - - J I  - -  .A  a A I : A ~  protections, wi]Hng to show only movies "l'll give you a choice as 
•  I [II U Ul l  ~OI IU~ But Chief Justice Laskin' that assured profit, an economic adviser," said 
• ~ ~ i v  said he wasn't convinced BradSmith, appearing for Macdonald. "The governor 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The the RCMP to the such broad issues arose Canada, said provinces ean d the Bank of Canada or the 
RCMP received ocuments Metropolitan Toronto from the film ban. The issue enact legislation dealing former chairman of the 
believed stolen from the police, simply was whether the with movies. But the federal Bank of Western Canada." 
offices of a Toronto poor- Toronto police are in- Nova Scotia board over- government was the keeper Stevens, MP for York- 
people's group in 1970from veetigating the RCMP for stepped constitutional or gua_ r~.~a0 ofp, p.b]lPm0r~ Si~coe; formed the bank in 
unlmown sources, :~oueitor- anypess.ibl.e connection wire. ground by finding the movie ~ii~l .iii-li~s~cas~ .Hidlfax l~d the 1960s bu.t it failed after a 
General Francis t,'ox said the breax-in a~ me onice ot was obscene and not invanen xeaerm grounna, short life. 
dU~eg2~[et~m;]'ing asked 
Last Tango no lost legal hurrah . www~t~enwCast~=M~n;ete~sfl~!av~!GATT talks, Macdonald 
Praxis Corp., a group 
workinl~ with the poor. 
Pram was named in a 
1971 letter from then federal 
solicitor-general Jean- 
Pierre Goyer to fellow 
cabinet members warning 
them about an alleged ex- 
tra-parl iamentary op- 
position that "seeks to 
Wednesday. 
Police often receive ducu- 
menis from anonymous 
sources, Fox explained to 
reporters outside the 
Commons. 
• Fox said in the House 
earlier that the documents 
were given last February by 
Ting it to be shown. 
age Spence and Mr. 
Justice Roland Mar,land 
I 
UKELSE HOTEL 
• In the LOunge 
Now appearing 
expressed  s imi la r  
misgivings and argument on 
the point was brief. 
Later Edward Ratushuy, 
appearing for the Canadian 
Civil Liberties Association, 
noted the csnser board gave 
no reasons for banning the 
film and said the ban could 
have well been on political 
grounds. He said censor 
boards could bar fdms be- 
Diego Alearez 
May 16 thru May 28 
Terraoo 638-8141 
00MMUlilTV i)0LLEGE 
Northwest College covers the region from Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Houston. The major physical facilities are in Terrace, but there are 
substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. 
Total full and pa rt.time enrollment is about 1500 students. 
;['he College will make appointments to the following positions: 
English Insttuotor Sooiology Instruotor 
Duties: To instruct first and second year University Transfer courses; 
The appointees may be expected fo instruct in several communities and a 
considerable a mount of travel and evening teaching may be required. 
Qualifications: M.A. minimum. 
Salary: in accordance with scale to~ negotiated with the Faculty Union'. 
Early 0hildhood Eduoation Ingtruotor 
Duties: To instruct in the College Early Chil.dhood Education" 
Programme. The appointee may be expected to instruct in several 
communities and a considerable amount ef travel and teaching may be 
required. 
01TAWA (CP) -- The 
Supreme Court of Canada 
was cool Wednesday to 
arguments that provinces 
lack the power to classify 
movies or to restriet 
children from certain 
performances. 
And the nine-member 
court also seemed unim-. 
t~aeSSed with the proposition 
t the banning of Last 
Tango in Paris by the Nova 
Scotia board of censors 
raised such fundamental 
issues as freedom of the 
press and freedom of ex- 
pression. 
Led by Chief Justice Bora 
Laskin and Mr. Justice 
Wishart Spence, the court 
repeatedly asked lawyers 
presenting arguments inme 
censorship appeal to stick to 
the issue o f  whether Last 
Ta o fa ml°x[~y was banned in Hall- 
the board on grounds 
it was obscene. 
The Nova Scotia court of 
appeal ruled that  the 
movie-- which contained a
simulated sex scene--had 
been banned in Halifax on 
public morality ~rotmds. It 
said this was an invasion of 
the federal power over 
criminal law, including ob- 
seenity, and legislation 
Sexist clauses in Indian Act 
won't be changed by Liberals 
OI"FAWA (CP) -  The MPs fought against the unilateral action by the cede and give the public 
government re~eeted an exemption of the Indian Act government, interfering access to personal files the 
appeal from Indian women from anti-discrimination with the Indiana. government has compiled 
and MPs Wednesday to put measures in a proposed It could jeopardize other on them. 
an . end to legal human rights bill. sections of the law giving The cede would prohibit 
discrimination permitted The exemption" permits Indians special status--.the discrimination in matters 
continuation of a practice right to reserves, for within federal jurieduction 
whereby Indian women lose examvle--and could hurt on the grounds of race, 
their rights as Indians if eonaultations between the national or ethnic origin, 
Nat iona l  Ind ian '  
Brotherhood and the 
government. 
It is up to Indians to elimi- 
nate the discrimination 
themselves through con- 
sultation on reform of the. 
Indian Act said the minister. 
He asid pesasge of the bill 
will put Indiana "on notice 
that Parliament is not going 
to look very favorably on' 
continuing this exemption 
forever--lor very long?' 
Echoing Indian women 
who aaked the government~ 
earlier to wipe out the 
practice, Gordon Fair- 
weather  (PC- -Fundy 
Royal)  unsuccessfully 
sought an amendment to 
mal(e the proposed human 
rights legislation apply to 
the Indian Act. 
Simma Holt (L-- 
VancouverKingaway) at- 
tacked the National Indian 
Brotherhood as immoral for 
not fighting me 
discrimination i  law. 
"It's a terrible mistake to 
let the bill go through," she 
said. 
However, the bill got final 
clauss-by-clau~e a l~ro~ 
after government M s 
rejected this and other 
p roposed  oppos i t ion  
amendments. Government 
amendments were passed. 
The bill, which must still 
be debated in the Commons 
and Senate before it 
becomes law, would 
establish a human rights 
Arabs and Israeli,. 
He announced two new 
contracts between Canadian 
firms and the government of 
Saudi Arabia, one involving 
a $100-milllon rural elec- 
trification project and a 
second for design of a new 
foreign affairs building In' 
the Saudi capital of FJyadh. 
Chretien said he told 
Saudi officials that Canada 
would not accept 
organize and radicalize the 
underclasses ofsociety and 
mould them into a 
revolutionary force." 
The letter, which became 
an issue in Parliament 
earlier this year, named 21 
federal public servants. 
Fox has played down any 
connection between those 
named on the list and the 
Praxis documents, which 
contained mailing lists and 
file cards. 
The government said• 
Tuesday night that the 21 
vecnle listed as dangerous 
Jo [he government are no 
longer suspect in the eyes of 
the RCMP. 
Meanwhile, oppesitionl 
MPs continued to press the 
government o clear up 
what they say are many 
mysteries in the case. 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark said 
outside the Commons that 
his prime concern is "to 
make sure the RCMP is not 
sullied by a decision made 
by a minister of the Crown." 
Fox said earlier in the 
House that the RCMP was 
not involved in any illegal 
activity concerning the ease 
but that in some instances of 
national seoui'ity matters, 
ministerial approval allows 
the RCMP to engage in 
speceal activities. 
Clark suggested that the 
government might be trying 
to protect Goyer, former 
selicitor-general nd now 
supply and services 
mimster. 
color, religion, age, sex, 
marital status, physical 
handicap or conviction for 
an offenee for whien a 
person has been Far doned. 
Basford said he is 
eurrently considering 
names of those who will be 
appointed to become human 
~.~ and privacy com- 
mmsionors. 
MPs agreed to  a .govern- 
ment amendment per- 
mitting the decision of a 
human rights tribunal to be 
appealed to a larger tri-' 
hueal. 
A ~tribunal would have 
authority to impel., fin.es or 
aemana eompensauon trom 
guilty parties. A complaint 
would go to the tribun/d if a 
human righta commission of
five to eight members could 
not settle it by issuing 
guides or appointing a 
conciliator. Qualifications: B.A. or M.A. in E.C.E. and preferably with experience as 
a Pre.schonl or Day Care Supervisor. 
Sa lary: In accordance with scale to be negotiated with the Faculty Union. 
Appointment Date for all positions: August 15, 1977. 
Apply with curriculum vitae and names of references to: 
Dr. D.V. George, Principal 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
and Arthur Erickson Ar- 
chitects and Planners Ltd. 
of Vancouver, who are to 
design the new foreign af- 
fairs building. 
The electrification project 
is the first of many and 
officials are hopeful it might 
lead to more contracts. 
The preliminary phase of 
the Saudi foreign affairs 
building is worth $500,000. 
Crusty Roils 69 dz. 
Oatmeal Cookies 69 dz. 
MOUNTVIEW 
BAKERY LTD. 
4637 Laze l le  Ave .  Ter ra  
0 * 
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LAKELSE AVENUE showing E.T. Kenney's service station in 1942. (E.T. Kenney collection) 
Victerls Day in Terrace 
The PAth of May was fit- 
t ing ly  celebrated on 
Tuesday. The weather 
conditions were most 
favorable for the outing and 
the citizens turned out in 
large number.s, including 
many more trom OU~l¢l~ 
points. ~ The sports p r iam 
was put on by the baseball 
boys and opened with a 
game between Terrace and 
Vanarsdol in the morning. 
The local bo~s won by a 
score Of 17-7. The game was 
followed by a series of races 
which were well contested. 
Then came a football game 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert with a I-0 victory for 
the visitors. The celebration 
Mrs. Jarvis McLeod Of 
Prince Rupert and two 
~ htera spent Tuesday th Mrs. W. Soosie. • 
Jack and Mrs. Smith and 
Miss Allen Of Hanall spent 
the PAth in Terrace. 
Rev. F.T. B~/rfoot, prof in 
Emanue l  Co l lege ,  
Saskatoon, who spent last 
summer• in Terrace, and 
who is this summer in  
Prince Rupert, was a visitor 
~ra  on Tuesday. 
Mrs: H.M. Willson, who 
has been assisting in the 
Skinner boarding house at 
Usk, spent the weekend at 
her home in Terrace. 
P.M. Monckton left for 
Smithers on Monday where 
he will be for some little 
~xlle. 
W.H. and Mrs. Watt and . MF... and. 1~.  fulton and 
Miss Francis Smith of. za.muy, arnv.eo, xrom ~r~ 
Amesbury spent he PAth in ~amraay ana prooeeaeo m 
Terrace and took in the •,.their summer home at 
dance at night. • Lakeise Lake. 
A.E. May of Edmonton, 
representing the relief 
association was here the 
• early part of the week. 
• Mrs. Nicholl, wife of Lt.~ 
Col Nieholl of Prince 
Rupert, and Mrs. (Capt.) 
• Evitt, were guests Of R.L. 
and Mrs. Mclntnsh over the 
weekend. 
Mrs. A][len in the absence of 
her husband. ,~ 
The highschool basketball 
team entertained the coach 
Dr. Turpel at a buffet fun- 
cheen of Friday afternoon 
as a farowell, The doctor 
was also presented with a 
framed photo of the team in 
which he had shown such 
interest during the past 
season. The young people 
are sorry he left town. 
Mr. and Mrs. Burnctt 
entertained six tables at 
bri~e on Friday evening 
and Mrs. Geo. Little and 
A.E. Little won the •prizes. 
THE BEAR LAUGHED AT 
HIM 
Albert Mercer Broke His 
Rifle Very 
Much to the Amusement of
the 
Denlsons of the Forest 
Albert Mercer returned 
Mrs. Annie Rou returned Saturday right after his 
from. O-Jns, Florida, on Mrs. }/filler oi ~qyrgetown l[neSpringon ther°UndUPsouth Of F rktheoftraPthe was concluded with a dance Monday of this week after 
in the G.W.V.A. Hall and it spending the past three is holidaying with her Copper River. He says that, 
was attended by a record y~zs in ~e south. Sh.e had friend, Miss Peters. in compliance with the trap- 
crowd. Lively music was some tnnumg expenonces A very~ble  song line-registry regulatiens, he l~osent himself he insisted 
supplied by local orchestra, during the fl~xi and says took a census of the beaver that Albert buy at least a 
sheisgladtog.etbaeknarth, service was  held in ,  the andmink shirt and a pair of pants. 
which has not yet lost its United Church on Sunday l)ut this found iJ~at One has to be more 
attracl/onforher.Mrs.Rms last. Solos were therehad 
traps while toasting his 
shins at the stove in his New 
Hazelton residence. AS for 
bears there are lots of them, 
but that is a hard country to 
hunt them in. He broke his 
$150 rifle and one evening as 
he sat before his cabin door 
contemplating his broken 
idol he saw a huge black 
bear on the sliore of the 
river not over a few feet 
away. He had no gun so he 
hollered. The bear stood up 
on his hind legs and looked 
around. As it discovered 
Albert with his broken gun it 
started to laugh. That made 
the hunter, trapper, 
prospector and explorer 
mad end he went inside and 
shut the door - anyway the 
darn bear hides are worth 
PaWokiug out. 
catlwr conditions were 
no*. ideal tl~is spring and 
numerous t~mes the long 
hunter was in the water and 
had to make a quick fire to 
keep from getting stiff. The 
trip was so hard that when 
he finally reached Copper 
City on his way out he hadn't 
enough rags left to wad a 
gun. Before h is  friend 
Skinner would allow him to 
population last fall 
TERRACE NOTES spring f  U t 
• Murdoeh McLeod of ~and l~ l~:Ub~ beenqniteaheavy t isulararoondCopper~" 
Vancouver , was a waswelcomedto town again ml~rationduringthewinter. 
• professional visiter here by a host of friends. He got only a small part of now since Henry Frank and 
'earlythbweek. • what he hed seen in the  
/ 
/ 
H 
i. 
, ) 
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" Persons who wish to list 
Information in this column 
should  te lephone TAB at 698- 
:8195 before  12 noon on  
Wednesdays 
'Second Thursday of Every 
Month. 
Old Age Pensioners Monthly 
Meeting - Senior Citizens 
p~.  2 p.m. 
'Kiwanis Club meeting 6 
p.m. Terrace Hotel every 
Tuesday. 
• Rotary Club Mdeting 12 to 
1:30 p.m, Gim's. Every 
Monday. 
Whist every Tuesday night, 
Senior Citizens Rm. at 
.Arena. 
- Centennial Lions Meeting- 
every Thursday - 12 p.m. 
Sandman Inn 
- Kinsmen meeting - Ist & 
3rd Thursday - 7 p.m, 
Terrace Hotel. 
- A.A. meeting.- Terrace 
Hotel. Every Sunday 7:30 
p.m. 
- Alateen, Alanon meeting at ~ 
the Skeena Health Unit: 
every Monday 
- A.A. Meeting at Knox: 
United Church everyi 
Monday 8:30 p.m. 
:Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Sbep open 
from 11 a,m. to 4:3o p.m., 
every Saturday. Lazelle 
Avenue up from Speedee' 
Printers. 
- O.O.R.P. (Ladies of the 
Royal Purple) 2rid & 4th 
Monday 
- Loyal Order of Moose 
Lodge No. 1820- .8 p.m. 
.every 2nd & 4th Tuesday ' 
'. Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet  every Tuesday, 
Thornhill Elem. School. 7:15 
p .m. .  New members 
welcome from Terrace &. 
Thornhill. 
• Weight Watchers 7 p.m.. 
every Tuesday, Knox United 
Church 
- Inches Away every 
Tuesday Skeena Health Unit 
8 I) . .m. 
• (~ouncil meeting - 2rid & 4th 
Monday, Municil~ai Hall. 
' ~,~ 
- Kinsmen Bingo every 3rd May 26 - 28, 19~7 ~, 
Wednesday of every month Skeena Jr .  See. School. 
at the arena, performing arts presen-. 
ration. R:E.M. Lee Theatre. '1 
May 30, 1977 , .~ 
- The Terrace F igure  
Skating Club annual general %.  
meeting - 8 p.m. in the 
Senior Citizens Room in the 
arena, An election of of- " 
ricers and directors wi l l  'tuesday, jdne 14 Pacific N.W. Music Festival 
take part. Monthly Meeting - 8 t~.m. 
Wednesday, June 1 Wednesday, June 15 . 
Suzuki Piano Students Joan Spencer s ~ingmg 
- Kermede Four Wheelers - 8 
p.m. 1st Wednesday ofeach 
month in meeting room ot 
the Sandman Inn. 
- B.P.O.E. (Elks Lodge) Ist 
& 3rd Thursday of each 
month. " 
The Terrace Shriner 
Lodge 18 meet the first 
Tuesday of every month at 
7:30 p.m. at Gim's 
Restaurant. 
; Shrine Club Bingo every 
last Thursday of the month 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
beginning at 8 p.m. 
-Kinettes monthly meeting 
is the 2nd Wednesday of 
every month in the Sand- 
man Inn at 7:00 p.m. 
- Independant Order of 
Foresters. Meeting ever~r 
third Saturday of eacn" 
mouth at 8 p.m. at the 
Slumber Lodge. 
- Thrift Shop every'Saturday 
from 11 a.m. ,to 4:30 p.m. 
- Children'sStorytime every 
Saturday at the library at 
1:30 p.m. 
Recital. R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre 8 p.m. 
Thursday, June 3 
0.A.P. Monthly Meeting - 
Snr. Citizens Room 9. p.m. 
CROSSWORD. 
PUZZLE 
ACROSS 41 Sicilian 
1 Manger volcano 
visitors 4l Texas city 
5 Greek- 43 "-- NOW 
• bland My Love" 
L0 Mine DOWN 
entrm~ce 1 His 
tl Wine lordshlp's 
13 Church part abode 
B Malt vinegar Z Turldah city 
13"... and-- 3Startofa 
for the fervid quote 
road" , (3 wds.) 
(s rob.) 4 Doted inquiry 
iT "The Gentle. S qualdn8 16 European 
man SAtlen's or , river 
Dope" bowling ZZ Still 
(S wds.) ? Busch or Z3 Police 
IS Crmh Clarke dflcer 
against SEnder Z4 Card 
IS Ottoman quote b01d~ 
¢flldsd (4 wd¢) u 1zlkc~le 
Students Final Concert - 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 8 p,m. 
FHday,. June I? 
Caledonia Sr. Sec. School 
Graduation Ceremonies. 
TODAYIS  A NS WI~R 
1 
9 Resort spot Is Actor 
12 Post office Conceid 
Adolescent 
30 Cubic meter 
Stadium 
M Moslem 
Ixaye¢ 
I I  Cook 
(abbr.) 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) -  Henry Margolis, president modified fast is designed s0 Actor 
Protein-sparing modified ofC.E. Jamiesonamico. 0f especially for PeOple who Mmrow z , I" ! i" I I a ' i 
. fasting is the name of a new; Windsor, manulac.turers ~ have unsuecsssfully tried S l , ,~- -  '° I m"  I I I 
wa~. to lose weight quicmy the pre-digesteu niqmo ofhermeamtoleseweight." Z401dGerman ,313 ive in  I I " l  I I 
to protect he body s non-fat is100 per cent protein.., two combines, preservation of Is Greek poet 
parts, tablespoons provide 15 lean body mass,-long-term rt ~ copy ,s I ~ ! I 
4 
Modified fasting requires grams of soluble protein, maintenance of weight loss 
a protein supplement which "Taken as a .diet sup- and improved fitness' Is ~eOr  2| 22 .... 
is available inthe'form of a plement it overcomes me through nutrition education zlCapture ~ I I I [~J:" ; i  I.: 
cherry- f lavored;  ,i 'pro,' ~oblem of body pretein less_ and exercise, Margniissstd. IsD.C. legls, i~ [2s I I ,z~ 2s' [ J l " 
digested liquid containing Which is a hazard of total However, he recommends later 
that a pe.on co=-,t his .!'-*r') i I M I I I m m 
• physician before trying me Kapitel" zs[ ~°1  i [~ '  r z a~ 
program. U Soul (Ft.) 
.M o s" I  "111 11 
' I"11 M ' I I I  • 17 Don Jose s 
:1  IIIWIll 
m: llll N" I I  I U Whole ~-3o 
 EW'YORK (AP) -- 
When I Need You Leo Sayer 
Lido Shuffle Boz Scaggs "- 
Sir Duke Stevle Wonder 
You Won't Dance With Me April Wine 
Right Time Of The Night Jennifer Warnes 
Couldn't Get It Right Climax Blues Band 
I'm Your Boogie Man. K.C. & Sunshine Band 
I Wanna Get Next To You Rose Royce 
y I've Got Love On My Mind Natalie Cole 
10 Dreams Fleetwoed Mac 
11 Jet Airliner Steve Miller 
12 Dancing Man Q 
13 My Wheels Won't Turn Bachman Turner Overdrlv( 
14 Can't Stop Dancln' Captain & Tennllle 
15 Hotel California, Eagles 
16 Angel In Your Arms Hot 
17 Lucille Kenny Rogers 
18 Lonely Boy Andrew Gold 
19 Once In A Long Time Christopher Ward 
20 Gonna Fly Now Bill Conti 
These Records Ava i lab le  At :  
4604 Lakelse Avenue 
636-9220 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color "IV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele. 
vators. Coffee Shop. Dining Room. Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682.1831- FREE PARKING 
:REE Reservations- 
300-261-3330 
Owned & Operated 
"D PRYSTAY 
vie 
English Bay at Stanley Pad( Bus Stop 
at Our Doer and Take You Anywhere 'in 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket ' 
The number of one-parent 
families in the United States 
is increasing seven times as 
fast as that of two-parent 
families, says the Public 
Affairs Committee, a non- 
profit group. There now are 
almost five million single 
parents in the U.S. raising 
about 10 million children. 
ii 
NOW'S 
THE 
TIME 
TO BUCKLE 
DOWN! 
"',;,,,,,..,:.:..,~.:~_.:,.....,...,~,.,.,~.:..,.,...,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . . . . .  / THE TOWNSMAN,  Thursday May  26, 1977. PAGE 3 
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Fir.st 
plane 
in 
north 
west 
. . . . . , , •~ 
# 
. . . ,  . . , . , .  
/ 
Forced to  land in 
Hazelton while enroute 
from Mexico to Siberia 
the plane was taken 
across the Sk~ena River 
in August 1921 in an In- 
dian dugout where it was 
shipped to Prince Rupert. 
[t was powered by a 75 
HP Curts Engine and was 
piloted by C.O. Prest with 
L.M. Bach. The dugout 
was 75 years old. 
(L loyd  Johnstone  
collection) 
¸. 
.................................. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;~;~;~;~;~;~:~;--;`-;:~:;~;~:~:~:;:;-~;~;:;~~;~P-;--;--;--;:;.-~~--~-~-~-~:~:::::~:~:~;:;:~ 
.THEY, RE AGAIN STYLISH 
Cardig an s n o 1o n ger s h ap e le s s 
humble, familiar cardigan, 
once the shapeless symbol 
of dull, untidy men, with its 
sagging •hemline weighted 
down with drooping, 
overfill~d~, pockets, is 
' . mo~vi . ~ ~ g h  fashion 
.: :: .': : "  " L ; ,=- I~ '~ i~~ elbgance. 
" " . - . . "  ".":, ' It.  Ui~,¢i'~o"l~ the thing 
" fathers wore on weekends 
when they had no fear of 
having to impress anyone. It 
covered sh|rtsleeves and 
braces but was loose and 
easy to wear. 
Knitwear is one of the 
most buoyant sections of the 
menawear industry. Car- 
digans, jerseys and 
sweaters now. are being 
worn by the style-setting 
young. 
The "woolly," as it once 
Was called, no longer 
symbolizes middle age, but 
has become the accepted 
alternative toa constricting 
Jacket by well-known 
personalities. 
Designers now are 
combining suede and Harris 
tweed, with ~itted sleeves. 
Leather buttons are ap- 
pearing and suggest a 
double-breasted effect while 
collars are being rolled and 
crossed over. 
For the last few years, 
styles in cardigans have 
been based on a classic 
fitting' following the slim 
line, usually in lightweight 
wool finely knitted. 
The latest popular style is 
the wrapover, somewhat 
like the Japanese "itapi 
coat" with wide sleeves and 
a tie belt,, Thex~e also is a 
tendency for collars to be 
cut higher and V necks to be 
less deep, • ' 
The popularity of • the 
blouson jacket is having an 
influence which will be seen 
in the coming year in the 
LONDON (CP) --'" The form of loo§er, more 
billowing sleeves which are 
gathered into a wrist or 
wrist band. 
But there appears to be a 
continuous demand for the 
classic British knitwear. 
Tourists tand three deep at 
me counters'of some of 
London's West End stores 
buyin~ sweaters usually in 
the free lambswool and 
cashmere blends. 
Many of these fine 
woollens are produced in the 
small town of Hawick, 
Scotland, where the two 
knitwear giants--Lyle and that 'their work is sought polyester mix sweaters. His 
Scott, whose name is after by notable stores in designers work on .the 
associated With Y fronts, Paris and New York .  principle that fashion is 
and Pringle's-- have fac- Kent and Curwen is one Of alwavs chan~in~ md a,~.,~ 
tories. ~et~kmall companies which bother with th~ c~assic li'nes~ 
• "rig aavantage of the The one disadvantage of 
New designs and style big demand for well- mc~t knitted ~arments i  
ideas often come from the designed knitwear• I t  , . th~/ ,~:dont  withstand 
sm~al!er manufacturers who started produetion~ t V6~. ]~na but this can produce knitted clothes • . .e~.=-.-,~,,u o ,  
years ago m Godalming, situafl~r~ now is changing. in small quantities much Surrey, and now has a work- 
more economically than force of 10 people making .Th.e scie_n.tists of the Inter- companies which use other 
fabrics. 250 garments a week. national wool Secretariat 
Sam Kelso whose label is have perfected a superwash 
Even women in the Outer Sabre has a factory in Hart- treatment which enables 
Hebrides, who still are uslng lepeol, England. He mass woo! to be .washed in a 
two knitting needles, find produces wool and wool- washing mactdne. 
CA TTLE BREEDING 
Freeze-dried birth next? 
MONTREAL (CP) -- of animal scfence at Mac- and sell them to- other countries in Africa and the 
Popsicle is a calf which got a donald and Neff Segal, a countries in need of cattle. MiddieEasthnveexpressed 
different start in life. She doctoral student in biG- ___New Zea!and as well as interest in the project. 
, RESTAURANT 
(~[~E~E & CANADIAN FOOD 
10 am to I arp Monday • Saturday 
11 am to 10 pm Sunday 
P,osE 63 5-6111 
4642 Lazelle West of CFTK Terrace 
logical science. The ex- 
periment involved ,18 em- 
bryo transplants. 
The embryo was flushed 
from the reproductive 
system of ~ heifer, frozen 
for 98 days at a temperature 
of 196 C. and transl~lanted in 
her foster mother. 
It was the third successful 
veto veriment of its type in- 
ing cattle in North 
America and indicates that 
scientists now can im- 
pregnate a cow from prime 
stock more times in one 
year than would normally 
he possible in its lifetime. 
Frozen embryos could he 
fostered by host cattle, 
enabling a growth in the 
birth of pri'nie cattle which 
are sometimes valued as 
high as $250,000. 
' Auld Alcroft Farms is 
already setting up the 
facilities to freeze embryos 
was frozen as an embryo 
and transplanted in the 
reproductive tract of a los- 
• ter mother. 
"We want o study her and 
ensure that she remains 
healthy," Dr. Howard 
Baker, a technical adviser 
to Macdonald College, said 
in an interview. Dr. Baker 
works with Auld Alcroft 
Farms of Mississauga, Ont., 
which owns the calf. 
"Then we will keep her for 
display purposes and 
hopefully breed her to make 
sure that she is fertile," he 
said. 
If Popside is able to bear 
young, her embryo might be 
removed, frozen and 
transplanted, resulting in 
the hrst second-generation 
cattle born by the method. 
Popsicle was the Success 
of an experiment by Dr. 
Bruce Dgwney, a professor 
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ASSOCIATiON'S 25TH YEAR 
Big activities in LittleTheater 
The Little Theatre 
• building at 3625 Kahim is a 
well-used community  
facility. 
Owned by the Terrace 
Little Theatre group, this 
building has hosted a coffee 
house, theatre productions, 
touring artnst per- 
fo rmances ,  rec i ta l s ,  
receptions for entertainers, 
socials, and Commueity 
meetings. Molly Nattress of 
Terrace Little Thea~e says 
the building is open to other 
activities too. 
Terrace hasn't always 
had this building. It took a 
lot of hard work by a 
number of theatre buffs in 
the community. 
In the early days, there 
used to be informal get- 
togethers and theatre 
productions. But it wasn't 
until 25 years ago this June 
that theatre lovers in the 
community got together and 
formed an association. One 
of the original members of 
Terrace Little Theatre was 
Loreen McCall. 
qS q~.- 
Mrs. McCall recalls that 
in the spring of 1952 the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
li i "::1 • o I : i Terrace drama group " : : : . , ; | | | I I~ • = travelled to Prince Rupert . ~" ,, . . 
compete in zone com- 
p~etitions THey put on  . . . 
,,,...n,.~o+,..+,. . . . .  "r,,,ost Traged., ,~ ,  ,,  _c°nsioereu it . a perfect Gradually the once empty 
and McColl says the tragedy place. . . - .  church has been undergoing 
was that it was ever put on So the group applies mr a transformation. Down- 
at all. • and got a facility fund grant stairs is a small theatre 
But the group met Ian from the  "province. The seating 80 to 120 people. 
Dobbin, an adjudicator, who.. $27,500 .paid for a third of.the Upstairs is a costume room, 
came to Terrace for a short property anu renovauan "a kitchen, abar and a lounge 
time to give the fledgling ~bsts. This was enough to with a dancing area. • 
group its first professiona] get them moved in. 
instruction. It was Dabble In the last two years, a lot many people have voiced 
who suggested they form an of work has .l:~e, n.p..ut into praise for the ~decoration of 
organization, tlxing me o,ta omlmng up. the lounge+ 
Membership in Terrace Much of this has been done Recently the group got a 
Little Theatre was a con- 'with the aid of Lip funds, bank mortgage on the 
A i A stunt 20 to 25, but there were 
problems in  finding good 
places to rehearse and put  
on productions. Terrace 
had, 'mtil recently, onl~, a 
few .honsand populatmn. 
The group used to work 
out of the old civic centre 
'F.i t 
[~.~ 
31;ZS.IMLM 
. i  
~j 
i - I  
YOUR WEEK AHEAD By DAMIS 
ARIES A tendency to seek the limelight could get 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 you into hot water. Tone down the urge 
C,  
i i l l  • . . . . . .  
I " " ; . .=  , , .p  
• I , i i i  • i 
building. This has relieved community over the past 
financial pressure con- few years. Part of this is due 
siderably, to the fact they have 
Terrace Little Theatre is payments to make on their 
the second oldest con- building. But also they now 
tinuously active groupin the have a place to rehearse, 
province, store costumes and props, 
They've been especially and put productions on. 
busy entertaining the 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
near the curling rink. But it 
burned own. A similar fate 
befell ~the second civic 
centre in the library parking 
lot. 
Mrs. McCall says the 
group lost three dimmers 
and all their costumes in the 
second fire. Luckily the 
spotlights were at 
semehody's home at the 
time of the blaze. McCall 
says the lights are the 
lifeblood of a production, yet 
the theatre group was 
forced to use makeshift 
dimmers after that disaster. 
The group has used the old 
beer parlour and the 
cabaret of the Terrace Hotel 
for rehearsal quite a few 
times. Augie Geeraert, the 
owner, has always been a 
supporter of theatre, says 
McColl. 
Columbia Cellulose, now 
Cancel, gave Terrace Little 
Theatre use of one of their 
buildings. The group used it 
for storage purposes. But 
three years ago, Terrace 
Little Theatre was given 
notice to vacate. 
Molly Nattress ays it had 
become imperative that the 
theatre group get a building 
of its own. After looking 
around, they found the old 
Baptist church. That 
building was vacant and 
Terrace 
TAURUS " 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
MOONCHILD 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-0ct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. i9 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mur. 20 
Little 
toward bossiness. 
It's not the time for speculating. Keep your 
emotions under control. Get plenty of rest 
and relaxation. 
The social scene finds you way out in front. 
You ooze self confidence, which others are 
quick to recognize. 
Music and art have a strong appeal. You 
may find yourself filling in for the church 
organist. ,~  ' '..:, .... 
Emotional rca~io~s bn your part o family 
situations can get you in up to your ears. 
Curb your impatience. 
You make great progress in some secret 
study you've managed to undertake. Per- 
sist in your search. Truth will out. 
Meetings with .friends and associates get 
out of hand and wander far afiled from the 
original purpose. Follow the agenda, 
Guard against conflict with one in au- 
thority. Home and family responsibili- 
ties may clash with job requirements, 
forcing you to make a choice. 
SAGITTARIUSApproach life situations with an open 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 mind. You can get your message across. 
Some travel plans may be thwarted. 
Last minute change in plans comes up 
when an unexpected problem surfaces, 
probably involving an older person. 
Relationships with others are your big con- 
tern this week. Much contact with the 
public is likely, Keep emotions under con- 
troL 
Household responsibilities seem tO weigh 
heavy this week. Get involved in a phys- 
ical fitness program and increase your 
vitality. 
Theatre . .  ~ ~ ;  , _ ~ ~  ... .  ~ .~ A ~ v A  ,-~ .  v .~-,, 
are two Terrace phone numbers• 
~ Find them, and if one is yours you've won 
Tillieum TwinT  
Ltd. 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-811i 
May 26-28 
May 29.31 
SHOWING AT O p.M. 
• WALDO PEPPER 
& 
MUSTANG OOUNTRV 
THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE 
George C. Scott 
May 28 MATINEE 2 P.M. 
BORN FREE 
7 & 9 P .M.  N IGHTLY  
9 P ;M.  ONLY  ON SUNDAy 
May 26-2.8 "DRUP 
NO ADMIITANC| TO ,im'+<~14~ UNgl| II + 
May 29-June 1TH E PINK PANTHER 
STRIKES AGAIN 
Peter Sellers 
I 
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Friday 
LITTLE BEAR DIED RUN. 
NING Stare Robert Cull), Susan 
Saint James, . Stove Forrest. 
Special guest star Robert Culp 
portrays Paul Tyler, a people 
magazine reporter, who goes to 
'new mexico to find out why a 
young Indian took the lifo of his 
boyhood friend. 
Saturday 
"WHAT'S UP TIGER LILY?" 
Stars Woody Allen, Tatsuys 
Mihashi. Comp.comedy- 
spyspoof ... International plot to'. 
steal the recipe for the best egg 
salad in the world. 
• "KLUTE" 
• Stars Jane Fonde, 
Dc)nsld Sutherlsnd, Charles 
Cloffi. Detectlvo, searching for 
missing friend, gets involved 
with call.girl who Is trying to 
brosk out of hor sur~undings. 
SUMMERTREE Stars MIchecl Monday "K ING KONG ESCAPES" 
Douglas, Jack Warden, Brenda 'Stars Linda- Miller, Rhodes 
Va¢cEro. Talented young "SMILE  JENNY,  YOU'RE Reason, King Kong. King Kong 
guitarist drops out of college DEAD" Stars David Jansson, willingly falls under the spell of 
end is drafted before he can Andrea Marcovlcci, Clu • beautiful girl from the U.N. - 
enter music school..OulEger, Zslman King. in'- saving her lifo from monsters 
Disillusioned by the woman he dividuElistic private in- on land and ot seo...aed In the 
loves gad stopped by his father vestigetor becomes emotionally end saving the world itself from 
irom oscaplng to Canada, he involved with a cover girl a would.be conqueror" Dr.  
becomos the victim of the 'marked for murder by a Who". 
Vietnam war. deranged, photographer. 
"EAGLE AND THE HAWK" Wednesday 
S nday- stars John Payee, Rhonda " JEREMIAH JOHNSON" 
Fleming. Plot to oust Jearax so Stars Robert Redfor, •Will Geer, 
"THE GODCHILD" Stars jack Napoleon's Maximil l lan can  Aliyn Ann McLerio. Neophyte 
Polsnce, Jack Warden, Keith .becomeEmperorofMexicoand mountain man breaks an an- 
Carradine. Three outlaws meat attack Texas, is discovered by cient Indian taboo and has to 
a dying woman and her child• two American lawmen in 1663. defend himself from the con- 
while oscoplng from the law. sequences. 
,While trying to get the child to Tuesday. 
town and safety, two of them Thursday 
die. "HOTEL, PART I"  Stars Rod 
Taylor, Catherine Speak, Karl GIDGET GROWS UP Stars 
"ZEPPELIN" Stars Michael Maiden, Melvyn Douglas. The Karen Valentine, Robert 
York, Elke Seamer, Peter owner of a fashionable hotel in Cummings, Edward Mulhare. 
Carsten. World War I: British New Orleans finds himself in a" Gadget invades the UN as a tour 
spy infiltrates the German crisis when he cannot meet guide after her boyfriend, now 
Zeppelin worksand learns of a overdue mortgages and a. inthealrforco, goesoff without 
plan to use a zeppelin in • ruthless hotel tycoon attempts calling her. After many hectic 
daring raid to steal national to get the hotel for his plush line schemes |o help world peace 
documents and hurt Eriflsh by devising a scheme to hurt the and many twist and turns 
morale, hotel Gidget`s love life is settled. 
TORCHLIGHT PARADE 
"JOHNNY DARK" Stars Tony 
Curtis, Piper Laurie, Sidney 
Blockmer. Automobile plant 
engineer, designs ond builds 
sports cor but boss won't 
manufacture car. Engineer 
steals it and enters race to win 
hose's daughter 
"DOUBLE MAN" Stars Yul 
Brynner, BreH Ekland. CIA 
agent lured to the Alps by the 
skiing "accident" of his son finds 
himself involved in a plot by 
Russian agents to replace him 
in the CIA by a man who has 
been surgically and 
psychologically transformed to 
look and act like him. 
"'NOT AS A STRANG E R"'Stars 
Robert Mitchum, Frank 
Sinatra, Olivia De Havllland. 
Morton Thompson's novel; 
man's desire and efforts to 
become a doctor. 
CALL HER MO/~ when a 
shapely waitress becomes the 
housemother for a fraternity, a 
small, peaceful college finds 
itself embroiled in a nation.wide 
women's lib controversy. 
Fiery start to Qu.e.en's Jubilee 
supported by some 200 
horses will enact 23 scenes 
from more than 3,000 years 
of British history..  " 
King Charles ll's escape 
by sea in a boat skippered 
by a local innkeeper will be 
commemorated at Brighton 
on June3 with a race across 
the English Channel 
following the original royal 
route to Feeamp, France, 
An ancient fair will be re. 
rived on the village green at 
Hythe in Kent on Jane6, 
while at Bletchley, 
Buckinghamshire, on JaneT, 
the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra 
will give the first .l~er- 
formance of a jubdee 
symphony by composer 
Anthony Hedges. 
Picturesque Doddington, 
near Chipping Sodbury, 
Avon~ has already held a 
jubi lee country fair. A 
steam locomotive exhibition 
Mayl4, a fireworks display 
June7, a ,  medieval fair 
JunelS-19, a jubilee airplane 
regatta Aug,7 and a military 
tattoo Ang.28-29 will also be 
held.- 
2 
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so _,'~.__~n p _~_. " 
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JOURNAL INTER, 
'~OCl rO~S ' 
" '  
i 
IT . l l  "Palm Springs 
Nsc 
• I T 
SP.AI"n.E ~ I~ '  
i d•  
'SANFOP.D & SOH 
cmco~TH~w~ 
~ R Fm 
~QUINCY 
~_n~. . ! _e~r  "SPlEC~N." ' 
3&5 
:Lc. samara 
oRr~mJP  . . 
' Fr~,J~_ STREET 
• ..egg McLEAKS .XC~V . 
'~sc HE~S" 
IMLD KINGDOM 
Dt=.ATH VN£.EY DAYS 
N.L ,~l:lHE FAMilY 
'EDGE OF NIGHT 
TN(E 30 
,CELEBRITY COOKS 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE 
NIC '14 PIC 
O ~ Y  " ; -  . : .  
LOVE AMEP. STYLE 
HOUROL4SS 
THE FNWLY 
"COMING OF AGE" 
MARY TYLF.n A~na~ 
C~I, CO & THE MAN ,, 
COMN' UP COUNTRY 
P0UCE STORY 
NIGHT FINM.' 
LATE SHOW: "Lz~LIE 
...,_,,a N- ,n RUNNING ~ 
4. 
r 
I 
i 
Cannock in Staffordshiro Cockermouth and Penrith 
will celebrate with a car- June2-11. " ' 
naval steam rally With In metropolitanLondon, a 
music, dancing and singing fleet of 25 buses, painted 
JulylS-16 and a vintage-car silver for the occasion,'will 
parade July21. lead a royal procession 
through the streets for a 
~cotland has already thanksgiving service in St. 
started its festivals with the Paul's Cathedral on June7. 
International ~1 Gathering of On Jane9 a fleet of small 
the Clans in F.£inb~gh, and craft wiillead a royal flotilla 
in Belfast a royal festival is down the Thames, and" at • 
under way. • Windsor next day there will 
In the Lake District of be a jubilee pageant 
Cambria, art festivals and stretching along the ancient 
regattas will be held at boroughs 25 miles of 
Keswick ,  Car tmel ,  waterway. 
4 9 
9:00  GOOO-~NI I~ B,C. " SESAME STREET -~ 
9:30 ~KN~EEN'S YOeA ~ 
10:00 J F..~ CANNEM • ELECTRIc CO. 
10:30 DEFiNiTION ~ ART CART" 
11:00  FIRST IMPRESSIONS 'ART SIX 
I 
11:30 . nOT ~mm ISClmNCS PECIM. 
12:00 NOON NEWS MULLIGAN STEW 
12:30 MOVIE- MATINEE IMORKI NG "I1X~ZIrH_ER. 
1:00 ImlOr~oor 
1:30 " MmlC PLACE 
2:00 • ,q ,~ wanes 
2:30 ALU~ I~L  REACHING OUT : 
3:00 W~AT'S 'THE FO00o 
m 
3:30 ~ iLq  woPJ~ ....... CHE~VaU. OSPfNOmCY 
4:00 SESAME STREET 
4:30 Lucy SHOW "" 
5:00 .,GMERGENCY MISTEE ROGERS 
5:30  ELECTRIC CO. . . 
6:00  I,. N~HOUR SOVIETSOCIffI"Y 
6:30 room 
7:00  NO ~mll[qIG$. LEHRER REPORT 
Y ;30 Sl"AIB I~1 ICE WAY IT .WAS 
8:00 ~ ~ ~n,e  ' • WASHINgtoN W~ 
8:30 'WAU. ~. WK. • 1 
9:00  ROCKFORD FILES MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
, , I  
9:30 • "': "l'i ' 
10:00 . ~JiN,.~ POF.S~rE 
10:3Q 
I I :0Q NEWS 140UR FINAL AGRONSKY , 
11:30 C,.YMPiA 
12:00 LATE mOW, 
- LATISSHOW II --;" 
L&'I! SHOW Il l  
. d: 
m 
WINDSOR, England 
• (CP)  - -  Thousands of 
schoolchildren with lanterns 
and torches will line the 
wide avenue from Windsor 
Castle on June6 when the 
' Qneen walks down the hill to 
light a ceremonial bonfire in 
the town square, 
On hills and vantage 
points for miles around, 
crowds will be waltlng and 
the moment the • flames are 
seen there will be a cry of 
"Long live Her'Majesty the 
Queen," 
Many more fires will 
burst into life and a host of 
bonfires all across Britain 
will signal the official start 
of the Queen's ilver jubilee 
oolebrat/ons--25 years as 
the royal sovereign of 
Britain .and the Com- 
monwealth, 
The countryw!de spi'ead 
of carnivals and ~geanta, 
fairs and festivals will 
continue through the 
summer. At Gufldford, 
Surrey, a cast of thousands 
Dafflnitions 
Waitress: woman who 
thinks money grows on 
trays. Hell: Even if you lick 
it out of the enemy, war still 
is. Time: the one thing that 
doesn't fly when you try to" 
kill it. Sewing circle: place 
where more men are darned 
than socks. 
Congratulations 
A college ireshmou wrote 
hf~ lather to announce that 
he'd landed a part in the 
school p/ay. "I play a man 
wha's been married tar 24 
years," the student wrote. 
"Congratulatious, on," his 
father wrote back. "Keep up 
the good work and next year 
maybe they'll give you.a 
speaking part." 
• NoUdng Wrong 
"There's nothing wrong 
with you." said the psychi. 
atrist to the patient, "you're 
just as sane as ! am." 
"But doctor, it's these but. 
tar~lies, they're all over 
met . . . .  Well, don't brush 
them off on n~." 
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9: O0~PEEp BUGGY 
] ° 11 
9:30 ~ONS'mR SOU~ 
10:00"S P A C E G H 0 S'1: : 
, iA  OA '  FRANKIh I~ I I c= i l~  
IV:OU~BIG JOHN, LIT'ff.E JOi~il~ 
11:00 NaC t~JO~ J.ERGUE 
! . . . . , . I  BASEBALL 
• I ,  4U ~ CI~INNATI ~ '. 
12:00" LaS ANGELES 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30  
2 :00 'THE~J~ 
2:30; 
3:00 FALt.OFr~.ES 
3:30" 
4:00  EVERGREEN 
4:30 EXPRESS 
$.n~'AMISRICA, THE YOUNG' 
• -~ EXPERIENCE • 
5:30 NSWSSRVICE . 
6:00NBCNEWS 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30t 
0:~ 
8:3C 
9:0~ 
ISNIMAI. WORLD 
I i  
I/k'11D KINGODM 
SHOW . 
EMERGENCY 
S-NATM 
, 'LE MANS" I . . .  
I0:00' 
10:30 
11:00 iNEWSERVICE 
11: 30~ SAI"URDAY NIGHT 
12:00 
I, 5 STAR MOVIE: "BA'rlrLE 
j: AT  ~L--n~-Y I~:~-CH "
S ~  ~EET 
¢ 1 ~  ~ARE 
• ~ m ~  ~ E R  
SATURDAY MORNING" ; 
KLAHANIE "* 
¢HE~.KMATE 
1977 F.A. 
CUP FINAL m 
~ADA CUP 
SPACE 1P~ 
"SATURDAY NEWS . 
BOB McLEAN SHOW 
OUTDOOR EDUCATIO I 
ANDY ~LLINV5 
"'SATURDAY NIOHT MOVIES 
"OOLDEN ROD" 
J 
TONY BENNETT ' 
~n" ~:nONAL " 
PROVl NCIAd. AFFAIRS 
LATE 'SHOW:  J 
"SUMMER TREE" 
WIDE 
~.~ . ~ I D  
OF 
DrvK I  
4 9 
:KI001F..S ()N KAMEILA . . . . .  '0NCEUPON A CLASSIC" " 
KII~I"UFF ." ~00~ " " " . . . .  
INFI:NITY FACT0,RY: 
GO ° " , , 1R I=eOI ) '  " ~ I ' " " 
MCOOWAN & CO. :CARRASOL, ENOAS'- 
• SHOW BIZ  SESAME STR E ET ",~ " 
JOYS OF ¢0U.ECTING 
ART.OF FISHING BIG BI.ILI~ IWLRBI~- , 
THE MAGIC ~ ~--riGG 
RED FISHER OF Oil. PAINTING 
LIUAS 
VaTNESS TO ,msTERDAy ~cro~Y aARDEN 
KEITH ~ " IDEAT141NG 
~J.z. ST,4~J~ WP.ES'nJNO " "" 
BODK BEAT 
PREVIN & 'I~HE PITT." 
' " ~SBURGH 
NOVA 
hews ~)uR . . . . .  AOE OF UNCERTAINTY 
"FAIR FIGHT" 
LOOK AT ME " • ': 
i 
~EN~ INTO FEAR ~ UPON A ~1¢ 
THE P~S~ 
NINE'S ~ 
F I ~ E ~  
~ O F F ~  
ARE YOU BEING SERVED? 
KnesmH 
~ " SII~NGFF - 
NEWS HQUR, ,ACCESS 
LATE SHOW I "K[,UT~' 
LATE SHOW I I . . .  - '  
# 
:3..._~o 
10:00 
10:30 
11:30.__.~, 
12:00 
12:30~. 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
m 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
6:30 
7:00. 
8:00 
9:00 
~m, ,mimm~ 
10:0__0~ 
10:3.~1 
!1:00 
mmmmi 
mum,mira  
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3F O"I:[,I~OOAY. '
_~OF '~,~E " 
~- 'F~R "mE ~ .ARS. 
,NAME THAT TONE 
;OtICX) & THE MAN 
.~J.,~VCOD mu~m ' 
;~YS OF OUR liy~_. . . . .  
ANOTHER WORLD ; ' .  
, MOVIE: "NGNEY~N, ;  
HOTEl." 
~YWT~ ., 
N~ N ~  
SEA1TLE TONIGHT . 
HAME 1HAT TUNE 
SHEEP 
re.ICE w~wi  
POLICE STORY 
~E~ 
F, RIENDLY OIAHT .. 
.B.C, SCHOOLS 
DEESWP 
~ESAME ~ :'REET 
~t0B McLEAN SHOW 
Cl~ NEWS " 
'~ID KINGDOi,~ .. 
oEATH VAI.LEY DAYS 
~U.L I N THE FAMILY 
"EDGE1OF NIGHT , , 
TAKE ~0 
CELEB~I~ 
"JTiS ~00R cHOICE . 
Hi DiDIX.E DAY 
HERITAGE 
L 
LOVE AMER. STYLE 
HOURGLASS 
LII"rLE HOUSE ON.' 
PRAIRIE " " 
I ROYAL JUBILEE GALA 
• "~T CONVEHT '--' 
:1 
"n4E NATIONAL ;'l 
NIGHT FINAl. 
i 
U R  U 
K~EW.S  YOGA. ..... 
'JEAN~ C,~N.~M SH(e,~. _ 
"DEFINITION" ' • 
~ fee'1' IMFI~F.SStONS 
MOVIE: "HOTEL" 
PARTI 
'WHAt's'THE G¢ORI 
~l~r" show 
n i 
• EMERGE N.CY _ 
"BOBBY VI NTON 
NAWAII. FIVE.O 
JUUE 
OflE DAY AT A TIME 
DA, V ID  STEINBERG ' 
KOJAK 
~iEWS' HOUR FINAl. 
L A ~ !  "K INO KOI~,  
ESC~ 
SESAME STREET 
i* 
EX~L.ORI~ OUR NATIg~i :-- 
Music PLACE " " 
: ,~uamMUSlC 
INFINITY. FACTORY 
"ELECTRIC CO, 
,' EXPLORERS 
'SELF ING. 
, MAKING MUSIC 
VALUES & MORALITY 
i 
ELECTRIC CO. 
' CHF..~UCAL .DEPENDENCY~ 
BIG BLUE'MARBLE 
"i 
T 
I 
1 
I 
LEHRER REPOI~T ., 
NINE'S JOURNAl. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
SPECIAL .-r--- 
SILVER JUBILEE 
ROYAL. GALA AT 
C~IVEHT O~_ BEN 
MONTY PY1TIQN 
9:~0 
9:30 
10:~ 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
I :~  
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
4:00 
4:30 
$:oo 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
e:3__,.,oo 
9:00 
~:3......~o 
10:00 
11:00 
11:30 
2 
I'UKE 
I.AI~ID OF THE 
t4WlI NE~ lb~,~&AiJ. 
' MARINERS at DETROIT - -  
I 
i 
MLDLIFE iN CEI~S 
THE LAND 
MY" PART~,.:R 
- THE Gtt0ST 
THE CANCER FIGn~ImS 
GREAT AN~R. GAME : • 
h~.ai THE PRES~ 
i 
4EY~AVICE 
NBC NE~S 
HOW C0~? 
~ID OF mSNEY 
- OOUELE FEATORE No.S - -  
"EENNY & BARNEY, THE • 
"AR I~U~"  - - '  
s STAR MOVie 
• "THE SAVAGE 
GUNS,, 
3&6 
IT iS WRI111~N 
IMLD K I i~ l ; l~  
OLD TIME GOSPEL HR. 
kv::= ~ ,ttG PLACE 
"JOURNAL 
LEA~ M~O'S HERE 
MUSIC TO SEE 
¢0UNTRY ¢ANA~ ~ 
• V.I.P. " 
I hi I I:Kd~is, TiOH~d. RUGBy 
CRCSSPOINT 
MONEY MAKERS 
HYN~ SING 
REACH FOR THE TOP 
4 
ERNEST 
ORAL ROBERTS 
mY oF usco~RT 
IT IS WRII"rEN 
GARNER TED ARMSTRONG. 
iF;7 
INDIA,~..~.~ "Or.IS 
NO 
SU~_~Y T H ~  
"l"iHE GGG~IILD', 
~ST K~HLER 
QUESTION PERIOO 
LASTOFMLD 
CAPITAL GOMMENT 
NEWS HOUR 
9 
miSTREET 
"1 
SEM~ STREET 
... sr~uME SlrD~_~ET 
i 
SESAME STREET 
nr-~Ar~m: OF D~__rtctON 
~D. .  ~ 
INOIAN ARTIS'rs 
WASHINGTON WK, 
war*  ST. Wa(. 
BLACK ~ESPE~VES 
SO,~pn ' 
GAMES OF THE ~1 SIXNULLIUN'OOLLAR 
~YMPI~ m-- - 
~ & ONER 
~ OF DUKE '~R TOWN" 
i 
PR~IN &.THE PITT- 
SBURGH 
MASTERPieCE TH~E' .  
W-S pALj "l~O=q~c 
TH~s ~o 
,11'1E NATIONAL NEWS HOUR FINAL IM)JiLD PRESS " 
N!GWIr FINAL 
LATE SHOW "The War 
MErd l l l l "  - - -  LATE SHOW I1: "~n,y~ 
THERE MUST BE 50 WAYS 
TO OELEBRATE 
TERRAOE'S 60LDEN ANNIVERSARY 
I " "  ~" 0) If you know ONE oall 638-8196 
" -  TERRAOE AHSWERING BUREAU 
TERRAOE •GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY OOMMITTEE 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:~ 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
4:00 
4:30 
5:0( 
5:3¢ 
6:~ 
6:3@ 
7:~ 
7:30 
8:00 
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"sr~'tn.~ TODAY " 
FRIENDLY ELAN1" 
B,C. SCHOOLS . -  
~ .  OR~SUP 
SESAME STREET 
CBC' NEWS 
WILD KINGDOM 
~TH VALLEY DAYS 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
EOGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
ITS YOUR CHOICE 
JUST FOR FUN 
RAINBOW COUNTRy 
L.OV~/W~R. STYiLE 
HOURGLASS 
EARHABY JONES 
RtHODA 
PHYLLIS 
WHEEL. OF ~l~--t~qE- " 
' -'lOOT FOR THF. 
THA1 ,~ IE  • 
CHIC0 & l~E MAN 
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"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CH'A R-BROIL ED S TEA KS 
'4736 Lakelse Ave. Verraee 
Char-B~oiled.Steak $ 2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
• Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 
l umbo Shrimp Dinner $ 2.99 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1,59 
The Mikeburger $1.39 
pAICES.SUBJECT TO CNAfqGI [  WITHOUT NOTICE 
NOT AT TORONTO CHURCH ~ 
 ,Male chauvinist priests? 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Members of the Crawford 
St. Cungregatioiml Church 
in Toronto find it difficult o. 
understand why the Vatican 
continues to oppose women 
priests. 
" They have had a woman 
minister for 20 years and 
say no man could .have 
shown greater dedication or 
given more inspiring 
leadership. . 
Doris Way, now in her 
mid-S0s, succeeded her 
husband, Rev. Charles Way, 
when he died in 1957. 
Deacon Bill Boucher is 
one of many members of the 
congregation who believe 
Mrs. Way has been largely 
responsible for keeping 
their church alive. 
"Without her, we would 
almost certainly have 
foundered. The area around 
our church has changed in 
character and now is 
peopled mainly by Roman 
Catholics. 
"If a stranger had come in 
to take over the church the 
family tie would have been 
broken. Members living in 
outlying districts would 
haveworshipped locally." 
The church has main- 
rained a steady course with 
a women at the helm. The 
mortgage has been Paid off "The first verse to catch 
and financial stability my eye was the one that 
..maln.tainsd through d.o.na- read: 'I can do ,,11 things in 
,u°ns trom the congregauon. Christ who strengthens me.' 
Had there been occasions That was the Scripture I
when being a woman was a used for my sermon that 
disadvantage m Mrs. Way's day. It has carried me 
duties? . . . .  through ever since." 
:'l'm ury'm~, to .se a.~ The idea of replacing her 
somteiy canom,-- ane sale. husband, the tounuer of the 
"Looking back, I can think 40-year-old church, was 
of no disadvantages, low to form, she ~aid. 
Neither.can I think .of any "I  ngreed to continue until 
part iemar aavantages. Easter and then 
Gender is not im .l)ortant ... Thanksgiving and then until 
once you nave oeen ee- such time as they found 
cepted." someone suitable to take 
Twenty years ago she over. 
recalls being shy and "I'm still here. My people 
lacking confidence, have been behind me all the 
"Sometimes during his ill- time. If I have a need, I have 
ness, my husband was only to ask." 
unable to give the sermon on " 
Sunday and I took his, 
place,"sbe said. "We would Probably Right . . 
go over the sermon together' A y o~.  ~ jusE o uz ol 
at home. I had his guidance scnoot got a )oo in a oang. 
and his encouragement. T~ ?irs!.day.~ .w.as.t.here, 
"Wlmn thAv aRkl~d m~ tn the cashier toss.ca i l lm a 
~q,  o""n for-t~m,--&'~r~'wa'; p~y~ag_L°L ~]~;,2c.°."."~ 
nobody to turn to. , , ,~  ,,,, . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  
" I  w©--m-~.-"" W'"'mu.~$ . . .  up I00. was the order. The new 
Sunday as aWJdow feeH g X . . . .  ,~. . . . .  .~ threw the 
couldn't g6' on, I was ab- ~" .... ~'?"~ drawer "I" 
~l , . ta l~  tm~f iad  " package SfffO • I 
" "~af i l~" t '~"~i , . .~  oh .  it's right this lar, it's prob- 
. . . . . . . . . .  s., . . . .  ably right all the way," was 
reached for the Bible at her his reuse,dug. 
.bedside. 
NEW ARRIVALS 
There is now a variety of skateboards available 
The selection available includes a choice of skateboards constructed from 
Fiberglass, Aluminum, and Polyethylene. 
The color choice consists (ff a solid RED, YELLOW, 
SHINY ALUMINUM and a colorful SURF SCENE. 
Gordon & Anderson 
., L td - .  • 
|606 LaZelle Ave. 635-6576 Closed Monda 
- |  , - 1 
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SO THEY'VE GOT THEIR OWN CAREERS 
9,to-5 routine stifles mothers 
business-- Freckles and 
Company--designing 
custom interiors. She now 
works from her home and 
includes the children in her 
calls. 
"All my customers know 
Sarah," she said. "She's 
been on the go withme since 
she was an infant. I don't 
really have to work, but I 
get bored staying at home. 
In order to accomplish'what 
I wanted to do, I had to bring 
her with me. 
small children. 
Britt Kellie who for years 
was a well established 
career woman on the 
executive level with Kelly 
Girl •Service, a ~ job 
placement . agency in 
Toronto, gave up most of 
that when her first child,. 
Jennifer, was horn six years 
ago . . . .  
After her second child, 
Sarah, arrived two years 
ago, she started her own 
"I put Sarah under one 
arm and wallpaper under 
another, stash the dogs in 
the* station wagon and 
Jennifer, too, ff she's not at 
school end away we go." 
Gay MaeLeod is a former 
high school teacher who 
gave up that career when 
her. daughter, Heather, was 
born one year ago. 
Like Ms. Kellie, she was 
bored with staying home but 
she didn't want to leave 
JOURNALIST'S NOVEL 
" TORONTO (CP) - -  Three 
Toronto  mothers  have 
created Jobs to avoid the 
nine-to-five confines of .an 
~fice jobwhen youngsters 
must be ' left with a 
babysitter or in a day-ears 
centre. 
All three mothers have 
adopted the stance that if 
the lob doesn't fit, don't ake 
it. Instead, they have 
created careers to fit their 
new needs as mothers of 
Letter to an unborn child 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  
On the day that Mao Tse- 
tung died, Oriana Fal!aci 
wrestled with an urge to 
drop the novel she was 
wr i t ing  and fo l low her 
journalist's instinct for news 
and history. 
do this until you finish.'" 
So she didn't run off .to 
China. And the Italian 
journalist who has in- 
terviewed such public fig- 
urea as Henry Kisaingsr and 
the shah of Iran, stopped 
interviewing. 
Celebrities and heads of 
state may sigh with relief. 
The woman who. has been 
called "a psychological 
guerrilla," "a tigress of the 
typewriter" and much 
worse by those who suffered 
her stinging appraisal, now 
is a full-time novelist. 
But the real surprise is 
Ms. Fallaei's latest book. 
It's called Letter to a Chihi 
Never Born. 
" "Sure I am tough," she 
said. "You have tobe tough 
to write a book like that. I 
left pieces of my flesh on 
that book." 
The 114-page novel is 
"I  wanted to be in China, 
to go there right away," 
re~lls. "But when I 
writing this book, I say, 
'You sit at this desk and you 
about a pregnancy and 
miscarriage, but it is also 
about one. of a woman's 
most crucial decisions--to 
give birth or not. 
The story is a monologue 
by an unmarried woman 
journalist speaking to her' 
unborn fetus about "the 
terrible question." 
Ms. Fallaci said she is not 
the woman in the book. 
"It is not a true story. If it 
was a true story, it wonld be 
a cheap personal journal." 
However, she said there is 
a part of her in every book. 
~'Of course, I've been 
pragmmt. I know what is 
pregnancy. But that is not 
my ease." 
In her native Italy, where 
the book was published last 
year, it has sold about 
600,00Ocupios sofar. It has 
been translated into 14 
lans~enges. 
now lives in a New 
York City apartment but 
spends part o| each year in 
her Tuscany farmhouse. 
Some reviewers have said 
her book teeters on the edge 
of soup opera. Ms. Fallaci 
dismisses reviewers with an ' 
obscenity. Of accusations 
that her book is an anti. 
abortion tract, she says: 
"The abortionists hould 
love this book. It points out 
that maternity is a choice 
not a duty." 
Recreation with gadgets 
is not exercise at all 
andlast fall ndded the North 
American rifle. Her best 
finish in the world chum- 
pionships was eighth in 1973. 
"I love competition," she 
said. "I think I'll compete 
until. I die." • 
Miss Fisher, who holds 
riding horses and canoeing. 
Sheis an instructor in the 
outdoors program at 
Hampshire College here and 
her specialty is the kayak. 
For a course in January, 
Miss Fisher and a dozen 
students ran 350 miles of the 
Sowanee and Peace rivers degrees in environmental 
and The Everglades of biology and botany from the 
Georgia andFlorida in University of Montana, said 
covered canoes with double- her ambition, is "to bring 
blade ~ddles. ' more ecological interests 
She began kayaldng in into kayaking." 
1970 dari~ her senior year There is a big energy 
at the Colorado Rocky crisis now and we should 
Mountain School, a private teach students an 
awareness of that. We waste ~CO~..~.I~  Ca~ondale, 
a lot of .  resources using 
Shewonthe U.S. Women's gadgets. In recreation, we 
Wildwater Kayak Chain- should  use our own 
pionship several years ago muscles." 
AMHERST, Mass. 
(AP) -- Most people ride to 
work. Carol Fisher skis 
during the winter and rides 
a bicycle the mile and a half 
during the summer. 
"People don't exercise 
enough, ~'said the 24-year- 
old women's kayak 
champion. "They use the 
ear too much. I have a car 
but I only use it on very long 
tripe for the kayak races. 
"We should use our bodies 
to get around. I really enjoy 
kayaking because it is 
outdoors. Outdoors teaches 
the true connection between 
the physical and intellectual 
life." 
Miss Fisher grew up in 
Kansas climbing trees, 
Heather for a full-time job. 
So she set up a company, 
Lngo.mart, which she also 
operates from her home. 
She designs and produces 
business cards and let- 
terheads, working at a 
drawing board set up in her 
kitchen. • 
On Mondays, Tuesdays 
and Wednesdays she gets in 
her car with Heather to call 
on suppliers, printers and 
typesetters, topping at 
parks on the way to play 
with her child. 
"If the people I deal with 
don't like me bringing 
Heather along, they dan't 
say so," said Ms. MaeLeod. 
"Mostly they make a big 
fuss over her. The office 
staff usually takes her over 
while I make my call on the 
boss. But l'm sure some 
~ople feel it's not profes- 
onal." 
Diane Dupuy has a par- 
ticularly busy working 
schedule. She has a 
daughter, Jeanine, 1½, and 
a one-month-old infant 
Jnsnne to care for as well; 
Ms. Dupuy is founder, 
producer and director of 
Famous People Players, a 
troupe of performers (most 
of them retarded young 
adults) who use the 
Czechoslovakian technique 
of black-light theatre. 
Pianist Liberaee has 
headlined the group during 
two of Ms Lug Vegas ap 
pearences and this spring 
he's using them to launch all 
his shows. 
• Ms. l)upuy accompam'es 
the troupe wherever they 
travel in Canada and the 
U.S. She does this with her 
children by her side during 
rehearsals that fill her days 
and business arrangements 
that take up her "evenings. 
She refuses to leave her 
children ~th  a babysitter. 
.Jeanne sleeps in the card- 
board grandpiano which is 
used as a prop during 
performances while prop 
lady Mary Thornton helps 
keep Jeanine busy and 
contented. 
• . o 
New barley and. wheat strain ' .-, 
are this young Couple's breeds. 
NAIRN, Ont. (CP) -- abarieybreeder, werehired Qkeltheeauseit is mentally 
Thlrtyone-year-eld Louls.a by Stewart Seeds in 1973. a n d p h y s .i c a I I y 
C. He is probably the omy Both stayed at the company stimulating." ' 
woman plant breeder in the when it was taken over by She recently took a course 
Canadian seed industry. " CIBA-GEIGY. in personnel administratiun 
The China native breeds Louisa was born" in at Fanshawe College "in 
new strains of wheat for Shenghal, China, butmoved London, and another on 
CIBAGEIGY Seeds Ltd. as a child to Taiwan. Before women in business at the 
(Formerly Stewart Seeds) starting courses at .University of Western 
at  N~irn, a village of 150 University of Guelph, she Ontario. 
people northwest ofLondon, sold sportswear in an St- She said she wasn't aware 
Ont. tawa department s ore so of diserimlnation against 
she couldlearn English. women in . Canadian "Last year in Soskatoon 
(at the Canadian Committee As the only woman among business until she took the 
ofPlantBrecding) lwasone piant-breedlng colleagues, course because within her 
of two women in a group of she said the men are specialty she has been 
about I~0," she said. "The probably more willing to treated with high regard. 
other woman was a share breeding knowledge 
researcher. This year in than ff she were a man.' 
Winnipeg I was the only "Although I ]ikehemg.the. IEd i t ° r ' s  Quote Book  
one.!' only woman, l always en- 
• After She received her courege girls to go into plant : I One'thomotezw~nce 
Wor h'o who e 
master of science dng~!  ~ breed[ng,",,it,s r~l]lyShehard workun, dSa id"  ' tness of warning. 
• nt breeding from 
~l~veralty of Guelph, she you have to go outs lotin me I James RussellLowell 
and her husband., Keh Mimg, summer into the fields, but I
~;,r':;n;'w'~'~;To;i~e-a-~ar~'con~e;~z;~i for your pleasure and 
atmosphere for meeting conventions, wed- 
dings or'parties. Our experienced staff will relaxation.in all Sand. 
be pleased to make your o.ccasion a suc- man Inns.What better 
cess. way to dd yourself o! 
Lioensed Banquet Room travel weadness than 
- a peaceful sauna 
Children under 12 are free if sharing bat~,thenadiplnthe 
same accommodation as pare~ts, pool, followed by a 
well prepared meal in 
, :U l I I~ I I I I I ID I I IE I I I  i l .  thegn a good night's 
Lunoh 
is served at loon in the liningBoom 
SUNDA Y DINNER SPECIAL 
.:...~......~...~.....~.~:../~..~/;.~:~z::~.~.~.:..:.z~`~.~.~¥~::~:::::::~;:~:::~::~:~:~:~:~ 
"""""'~""~"~" ":~........ • ......... 5-7838 . . . .  
4826 Hwy, 16 W, Terreoe, B,O. 
m~ % 
: U I - I I lB .  • 
I I 
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Typical Investor 
According to a recent sur- 
vey, the typical New York 
Stock Exclmnge share owner 
is 53 years old, has an annual 
household income of $19,000 
and owns.a portfolio worth 
$10.000. Women shareholders 
outnumber men by a slight 
margin, though men own 
considerably more shares 
with a much greater market 
value. Approximately 40per 
cent of the Exchange's 
shareholders are retirees, 
housewives and unemployed 
adults. 
Rural Americans 
One of every three Amer- 
icans lives in a rural area. In 
addition, rural counties are 
home for about one-half of 
the nation's poor. More than 
2.5 million rural families. 
have incomes below the 
poverty level and another 1 
million exist near poverty. 
The median income of rural' 
workers is 20 per cent less 
than that of their urban 
counterparts. 
With The Stars 
In the Himalayan kingdom 
of Bhutan, astrologers re- 
vmw each year in advance. 
When they come to a partic- 
u lar ly  unlucky coinci-  
dence of signs for a com- 
bination of day and date, 
they simply leave it out! 
Thus, a year may have two 
Juries and no July. 
Co~i Cemstries 
Nearly 90 Imr vent ol the 
world's ~ lle in 
three countries: the Sdviet 
Union, the United States and 
the Peoples Republic of 
China• 
Use Those Apples 
Use apples with carrots or 
cabbage for a salad. Or. try 
having apples on hand for an.  
.afternoon orevening snack. 
Dairy Product 
Fluid dairy products can 
be expected to keep for at 
least ten days after proc- 
essing. Keeping quality is 
determined by care given 
by store personnel and con- 
sumers. Temperature is the 
primary factor. It must be 
kept at 40 degrees or below. 
Dairy Guide 
Dairy produdts bought at 
the store will usually, not 
keep for ten days-because 
most plants process only five 
days,, each week. For keep- 
ing quality after purchase, 
adhere to the following 
guide: Whole milk, skim, 
lowfat, chocolate--3 to 5 
days. Cottage cheese, butter- 
milk--3 to 5 days. Yogurt, 
dips, sour cream--10 to 14 
days. Cheddar cheese, but- 
ter, frozen desserts--2 to 4 
weeks. 
Big Pie 
The largest apple pie in 
the world was baked in 
Knowlesville, New York in 
August, 1976. It weighed 10 
tons and was 16'/2 feet in 
diameter. 
Oh NoI 
A plebe at Annapolis ent a 
letter to Morn describing his 
activities. "One of the im- 
portant hings I have to learn " 
around here is how to use my 
sextant." Is that what they 
teach at the Naval Acad. 
emy !" Morn exclaimed. 
4 . '~  . 
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' PRINCE'S MEMORY LINGERS 
Albert was a balan-c e for queen 
COBURG, West following the marriags. On a visit after the death The fortress castle on A waitor, serving beer and 
Germany (CP) -- He died at The city is a comfortable of Albert, the queen brought the hill now isa m~seum of sausages to a little boy and 
Windsor Castle in 1861 but size of around ~0,000people her own bed and v(ater glass, medieval armor "his grandfather in the 
the memory of Victoria's and a pleasing mix of cld closet and they still are in (even for dogs), wood restaurant at the town hall, 
beloved Albert still lives on timbered buildings with red- her room in the castle. The carvings, clocks, silver, pointed to the statue of 
in his home town in West tileroofs fiveandsix storeys closet is the size of a small guns and church art. Prince Albert and said, 
Germany. "high; stone churches with room with walnut panelling Martin Luther spent some ."There were a lot of people 
A larger.than-life statue ta:l steeples or helmet on the outside. Visitors don't months in seclusion in the here during the war who 
• of the Prince Consort in his domes and parks and see the inside. " fortress writing tracts and were glad be married ~e 
robes and regalia stands in gardens. _ Apart from his family and the Luther chapel and the queen of England. Borons 
the marketplace and queen Victoria made a affairs o f  the realm, the room he lived in are open to dropped around here but 
shoppers it on the statue number of visits to Coburg prince was interested in the public, they miss, ed Coburg and we 
basa tu rest their feet, orto and stayed at Ehrenburg industry, the arta and music The long-established all said God bless Queen 
eat a local specialty, Paiace. lt is open to visitors and so are today's dynasty left a legacy of Victoria,' as welike to think 
sausage cooked over pine who admire its ornate Coburgers. The Hummel handsome buildings to the RoyalFamily still had a 
cones, plaster work, chandeliers, figurines are made here as Coburg. As well as the soft spot for Coburg, as we 
The fortress castlezf the paintings and tapestries, well as'furniture, beer anda palaces there are an ar- weren't bombed." 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha families Many of the portraits are of ginger cookie called a kiss-- senal, the court apothecary, Prince Albert, in addition 
and their progenitors kith and kin of the prince, a Coburger schmazchen, the mint, the six-storey to his other interests, was 
dominates the city from its one of a well-brought up The city has its own opera ducal administration enthusiastic about festivals 
hilltop site. Outside to.wn is brood who married royalty company, symphony or- building and the ducal and exhibits and was 
theducalsummerresioence of Russia, Belgium, Per- chestra and a number of theatre, gleaming with gold working on an international 
where Albert was born and tugal and France. choral societies, and crystal. : exhibition when he died. 
in town is Ehrenburg Castle 
where he ~ew up and lived SAYS PEDIATRIC IAN " . 
before his marriage to his b e On hearing, mother knows st were both 21. 
The opinion of Herbert 
Appeltshauser, a local MONTREAL. (CP) -- Huspit~l project, where he have an and/clngist check Chi ldren's  audiology 
authority on Prince Albert, Mothers are more expert was found to have a his pro~russ. ,department to have their 
is that "the prince and the than pediatricians in profound hearing loss and "Our program, for pre- hearing tested. 
queen were genL~tnely an.d spotting whether their given a Power pack on his schoolers is based on a Dr. Mattingly says 
romantically in rove. bne children have hearing chest attached to hearing weekly or twice-monthly pediatricians and family 
was warm and imp~ive; defects, says the directOr of aids in both ears. basis," said Dr. Mattingly, doctors should watch for 
Albert was thoughtful and a Montreal Children's adding that the unit also these danger signs of child 
serious and she relied Hospital child hearing It is one of the many helps parents plan a home hear ing prob lems:  success tOries the bilingual greatly on his advice. He project, program has chalked up speech deve lopment  "Any family history of 
iz" am. hearing preblems in early wasn't he prig he has been If the mother says ~e 
vainted. He was an idealist child isn't hearing properly, stnce its inception two years T°~e~re are some 42 childhood. 
h an idealistic age and sheisri~ht99percentofthe ago. . children enrolled in the • -Signs of h~.per- 
when stlll a youth he had to time, says Dr. Susan Mlchael, like other yotmg project, ranging in age from bilirubemina, a condilion 
go through his father's Mattingly. - she children found by the unit to 11 months to nine years, that can result from severe 
papers and files after his "Too often when have hp~udn~ defects, goes About 4,500 children a infant jaundice or from a 
father died, and was reports this to her ro&mlarly with his mother to year go to the Montreal blood ~anafusion for Rh 
shocked by the pornography pediatrician or family " " b I o o d p r o b I • ms .  
and erotica he found. He doctor, he tells her not to --German measles in the 
made up his mind that he worry; This can be very first three months of the' 
would lead a more moral damaging to the child's FUNN'YSIDE mother's pregnancy, This 
,~ can involve a high rate of and worthy life than his future as the key to treat- 
lecherous father." mantofhearingimpeirment hear ing . impairment .  
is early identlllcation.~' . -Deformities Of the ears, 
Michael Gaetano, almost Renaissance buildings puc i .  '!"i: 
up in the l~0s by a Sax. on two years old, is on~ of the 
• d~e, but Coburgers are.Ius~ lucky ones. '- 
as proud of  the buildings His mother Lorna in- . . .~-  - '~"'~ 
ereeted inthe last century in stinctively "knew" there ~1"~ ~ . ~  
what a city guide describes was something wrong when ~ "  " 
as  .exotlk English Gothic he was nine months 01d. 
style" resulting ,from the It took him five months to 
cruse connections with he referred to the Children's 
Coburg and Windsor ' " 
r_*~[111[ (o!~."/-.3 i , l  Le( :~a l I *][.-1 
~-~.  JON7~ PRoVIO~ ~7~R/N~,  ~ _ . 
l~O~'O/V~ oF ~ Wg~/.~. . % 
OF b-r~,~e/,v~ g.7~/z/~ ,~v~ f l_ l -]  . ~. 
f . ,O  
~ ~  ,,NEXTCOMESTHEHARDPART... ,, 
~'~ FILLING OUT THE PATENT PAPERS! 
Newfoundland Joins 
Newfoundland, joining 
with mainland Labrador; 
becat~e Canada's youngest 
province in 1949. Until then 
she was a separate dominion 
and issued her own stamps 
commemorating her histo- 
ry, resources and rulers. 
~ "  ~ 1  eU. d lp~ds ,  top sheets . i 
• . . . . . . . . .  ~ o r  the rest o/you, littl • 
l ~ ,  Free Brochure: . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
~ ~ ~ a l l  Older Olvlt!Ono • 
\1  
l s ~  ................... ! . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
I ........ JI IkL ,.,:;.:: ~ xll Factory Direct o you • 
nose or throat. 
-Small birth weight-any 
Children at the Montreal 
Children's Hospital: are 
individually fitted with 
bearing.aids, depending on 
age, severity of the hearing 
loss "and the financial 
condition of the family/' 
Such hearihg aids are not 
covered by medical care 
insurance. 
"The  government  
classifies them as a sort of 
eo~netic apparatus," Dr. 
Matfingly mid. "Some of 
these aids cost as much as 
$1,500, "  
LAKELSE NOTEL 
is THE place for 
Wedding Receptions 
Private Parties 
Banquets 
Lakelse. .Hotel will cater your 
gat.hermg with buffetdinners 
, expertly prepared. Dancing 
space is available and there is 
plenty of parking near the 
private entrance.. 
Phone 688-8141 fo r  deta i l s  
, 4620Lake ise  Avenue 
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FORMER ALBERTA PREMIER 
Reid..remembers harder times 
EDMONTON (CP) -- Not many Albertans honorary:life member for isdoingagcodjchonthere- with the 
Richard Gavin Reid and would recall that Richard his work' as librarian for source debate with the make themParattstsse 
and 
even more-  
Peter Lougheed have a lot in Gavin Reid was once the Canadian Utilities Ltd.--a federal government, prejudiced." , 
common. ' premier of the province, job he held until his "NoU~ng will be handed - A confrontation ending 
Both contend Alberta One has to look back in ~tirement three years ago us ona silver platter. We've with Quebec separation 
should have a healthy history books to a 13-manth at the age of 95. gottoworkforithore (in~e would be "absolute stupidlty 
control over its own natural span in 1934 and 1935, when Reid has some interesting face of) favoritism towards as far as Canada is con- 
resources. Reid was the man at the political views concerning both queb~ and Ontario by cerned." 
Both are concerned about helm of the United Farmers the current state of Canada the federal govrnment." Reid is not nearly as con- 
the possibility of Quebec of Alberta--the provincial and Alberta. About the possibility that cerned about alk of Alberta 
separatism, but neither government of that day. Of Lougheed's current quebec might pull out of sevaratien. 
fears a widespread demand Reid was the last premier Conservat ive  ad-  Canada, Reidcomments:"I ~'Idon'tthinkyoucanasy 
in Alberta to scrap Con- of Alberta who was not a ministration in, Alberta he think that is something that there's much volume behind 
federation. , member of the Social Credit says: isunknown, but in all-gcod those demands that we 
Both choos~ their words or Progressive Con- "I think Lougbeed isdoing sense, it shouldn't happen." should be considering 
carefully and enjoy talking servative party. His an  excellent job ... prin- "The 90-year-old former separatism here. I can't see 
polities, government was toppled in cipally in the area of premier .urges caution in any danger of anything like 
But, perhaps most ira- the 1936 Social Credit sweep fighting for the province of dealing with the subject that.., unless there's agreat 
portantly, both have tasted of William Ahorhart. Alberta to get into the "unless it is handled very, feeling of uncertainty 
the satisfaction that comes Reid was recently "commercial manufacturing very carefully, it coudto_ following on extreme oe- 
with being premier of honored by the Edmonton field. "Alberta, quite definitely, possibly provoxe many oK velopments in the Quebec 
those who would be siding situation." Alberta. Library Association as an 
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